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ELIZABETH RAMSEY FREY: Enlightenment Science and Nano-Science: Creating 
Order out of Magic  
(Under direction of Dr. Sheila Skemp and Dr. Nathan Hammer) 
 
People today live in a world dominated by technology. All of the conveniences 
and technologies people enjoy and utilize today, however, would not exist without the 
foundation of empirical science laid during the Enlightenment. This thesis looks at the 
Enlightenment both as a philosophical movement and as the setting of the Scientific 
Revolution. The leaders of the Enlightenment and Scientific Revolution began the 
tradition of utilizing reason in research, founded empirical science, and developed the 
scientific method. This thesis traces the development of science during the 
Enlightenment and seeks to prove that Enlightenment science set the stage for the 
science of today and that the ultimate goals of scientists in the Enlightenment and 
today are the same. I want to show that the end goals of science are and always have 
been to understand and control the natural world and to use that knowledge to improve 
peoples lives. I used nanotechnology as the example of the cutting-edge science of 
today because it, like Enlightenment science, has the potential to revolutionize society 
and how people view their world. I also conducted my own research on the 
nanomolecular building block corannulene under the direction of Dr. Nathan Hammer. 
We developed our own undergraduate Physical Chemistry laboratory exercise. This 
laboratory exercise utilizes modern analytical and computational chemistry methods 
for collecting and analyzing data and serves as an example of more basic nano-level 
research that is being done today. In researching this thesis, I looked at the work of 
many historians of the Enlightenment as secondary sources, and I read the personal 
v 
papers, letters, and publications of Enlightenment philosophers and scientists as 
primary sources. While developing my corannulene laboratory exercise, I consulted 
numerous peer-reviewed scientific journals to learn about what research had 
previously been done with nanomolecular building blocks. By looking generally at 
current nanotechnology research and its potential to change society and specifically at 
nanomolecular building blocks, this thesis shows that the same tenets of the scientific 
method and empirical science that began during the Enlightenment are still guiding the 
science of today, and that the same goals of understanding the world and using science 
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 Placed on a planet with almost two hundred million square miles of surface area, 
in a solar system with other even larger planets and millions of stars, and within a system 
of countless other galaxies, the world can seem like a big, mysterious place. For that 
reason, since the dawn of time, humankind has desired to understand the workings and 
probe the secrets of the natural world. People want to understand their world, because if 
they understand it, they can control it. And if they can control it, they can utilize that 
control to their own advantage and to make life better for others. 
 Throughout the centuries, people have looked in many directions to understand 
and control the world. For centuries, religion, superstition, magic, and witchcraft all 
competed for people’s belief. A few hundred years ago, however, humans developed a 
completely new method of understanding the world. Their writings and the work they did 
changed the way people viewed society. They illuminated the world, clearing away the 
darkness of superstition and doubt, and so the time period in which they lived is called 
the Enlightenment. Enlightenment philosophers and scientists lit a torch of reason and 
held up quantitative knowledge as a beacon for all humankind, and they paved the way 












From the dawn of time humankind has been trying to explain the world. Ancient 
cultures have myths about the sun god, the rain god, Prometheus who gave fire to man, 
Zeus the god of thunder, and legends about the stars. Native Americans have stories 
about how the spirit world controls the world around them. The stories may differ from 
culture to culture, but each story has the same purpose—to explain natural phenomena, to 
create order out of the natural world. In the eighteenth century, a new group of men set 
out to solve the problem that humans had been working on since the dawn of time: 
explaining the world. This group of men, however, did not turn to stories, myths, or 
religion. They looked elsewhere for knowledge. They were the champions of reason and 
observation, and the time period they lived in, the age they created, is called the 
Enlightenment. 
 It wasn’t until 1785 that the term “Enlightenment” came into use. Someone asked 
German metaphysician Immanuel Kant if he believed that he was living in an enlightened 
age. Kant responded, “No, we are living in an age of enlightenment.” With the very term 
Enlightenment calling to mind images of illumination, the French call the eighteenth 
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century the “century of light.”1 This light came from a new source—reason combined 
with experience. Because of the focus on reason, “the Enlightenment was not a fixed set 
of beliefs but a way of thinking, a critical approach that was supposed to open the way for 
constructive thought and action.”2  Indeed, the focus on reason and applying it to all 
aspects of life and problem solving became a unifying theme for Enlightenment 
philosophers and scientists. Enlightenment philosopher Denis Diderot went so far as to 
say that reason was what separated man from beast: “We must, in all things, make use of 
our reason, because man is not merely an animal, but an animal with the power of 
reason…. Whoever refuses to seek [the] truth has forfeited his right to be called a man 
and should be treated by the rest of his kind as a wild beast.”3 By expressing his 
confidence in reason, Diderot was merely voicing what all of the Enlightenment 
philosophers believed. Reason had many different meanings. As historian Thomas 
Hankins explains, “It could mean order imposed on recalcitrant nature, or it could mean 
common sense…or it could mean logically valid argument…because ‘reason’ in any of 
these meanings was a valuable guide to knowledge and to life, the philosophers of the 
Enlightenment used it as a rallying cry.”4 Reason was key to this new age of knowledge. 
Superstition, magic, and blind beliefs were things of the past. The broad definition of 
reason stemmed from the shift in having reason only apply to formal logic to reason 
having applications in many areas of life such as in methods of natural science. This 
                                                
1 Thomas L. Hankins, Science and the Enlightenment (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1985), 2. 
2 Ibid, 2. 
3 Denis Diderot, Diderot’s Selected Writings, Ed. Lester G. Crocker (New York: The 
Macmillian Company, 1966), 42. 
4 Hankins, 2. 
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change in the characterization of reason provided humans with a completely new way to 
learn about the world around them.5 
 The Enlightenment, therefore, was not solely about reason and logical thinking. 
The new method of thinking was coupled with action, experience, and doing. As historian 
Henry Commager has argued, “Order, [the Enlightenment philosophers] knew, is nature’s 
first law, and they made it their own for they were interested in harmony with nature. 
They organized, they systematized, they classified, they codified, and all nature, the 
universe itself, fell into order at their bidding.”6 The combination of reason with action 
and experience was a new approach to philosophy, one that began in the Enlightenment. 
Today it is a standard, in the sciences as well as the humanities, but it began three 
centuries ago in a philosophical movement unlike any other. In 1759, the French 
mathematician Jean Lerond d’Alembert described the time period in which he lived,  
Our century is called…the century of philosophy par excellence…the 
discovery and application of a new method of philosophizing, the kind of 
enthusiasm which accompanies discoveries, a certain exaltation of ideas 
which the spectacle of the universe produces in us—all these causes have 
brought about a lively fermentation of the minds, spreading through nature 
in all directions like a river which has burst its dams.7 
His enthusiasm is palpable. Like Immanuel Kant declaring his time period to be one of 
enlightenment, d’Alembert recognized the revolutionary nature of the work that he and 
other philosophers and natural scientists were doing. 
                                                
5 Hankins, 3. 
6 Henry Steele Commager, The Empire of Reason (London: Phoenix Press, 1977), 2. 
7 Jean Lerond d’Alembert, “Elements de Philosophie,” In Encyclopædia Britannica 
Online, http://0-www.britannica.com.libra.naz.edu/ (accessed March 15, 2013). 
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 The Enlightenment was a cultural movement, far reaching, affecting many areas 
of civilization. Leaders of the Enlightenment wanted to reform society, to make their 
world a better place for humankind. They looked to reason as their main tool in this 
endeavor rather than religion, superstition, or tradition. The Enlightenment promoted 
social justice, equality, and the idea that there were certain rights intrinsic to humankind. 
The Enlightenment was also a period of growth in scientific knowledge and research, 
with the aim of bettering society through what we would today call science. Key leaders 
wanted to promote learning through intellectual debate, research, and experimentation, 
making more information available to the ever-growing middle class. Enlightenment 
leaders supported education and the widespread dissemination of knowledge, and more 
people in the new middle class had the time and money to allow them to pursue 
education. The learning of the Enlightenment had a specific focus—humankind and the 
present world. The Enlightenment philosophers, Commager asserts, “were not interested 
in the next world. They were interested in the world about them, the world of nature, 
society, politics, and law; they were interested in man.”8 They were optimistic and 
hopeful that through reason and learning, they could improve their world.  
 The Enlightenment, because of its focus on humans, was also a movement that 
promoted liberty and the rights of all humans. Enlightenment philosophers thought that 
some rights were intrinsic to human nature and that all people were born with them just 
because they are human. They were rights derived from nature, not from people; rights to 
life, liberty, and for humans to own property and dispose of that property how they saw 
fit. The Enlightenment leaders said that humans had the liberty to speak their minds and 
                                                
8 Commager, 1. 
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freely express their ideas, including religious beliefs, because all humans were born with 
full liberty of conscience. These beliefs in the freedom to express any idea also promoted 
the spread of knowledge and science in agreement with the Enlightenment goal of 
educating more common people. One of the men who led this movement of 
enlightenment and promoted liberty, whose ideas influenced the entire character of the 
Enlightenment as well as the American Revolution and the formation of the American 
government, was John Locke. 
 
***** 
 John Locke, an Englishman who lived from 1632-1704, was hugely influential in 
setting the tone for the Enlightenment. His writings were significant in launching the 
Enlightenment as a major political and philosophical movement, influencing 
governments, society, and political theory. Out of the many essays he wrote, Locke had 
two ideas that truly defined his works and the nature of his time period—the theory of the 
natural rights of humans and the theory of humans as a being born with a “blank slate.”  
Today, Locke is remembered because his ideas led to the revolutionary promotion 
of equality for all people. He said that all humans naturally were born into a “state of 
equality” and a “state of perfect freedom to order their actions, and dispose of their 
possessions and persons, as they think fit.”9 Locke called this the “State of Nature”, and 
because people were all born into this state of nature, they were therefore born as equals. 
He writes, “there being nothing more evident than that creatures of the same species and 
rank, promiscuously born to all the same advantages of Nature, and the use of the same 
                                                
9 John Locke, Two Treatises on Government, Ed. Thomas Hollis (London: A Millar, 
1974), http://oll.libertyfund.org/title/222. 
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faculties, should also be equal one amongst another.”10  His premise was that all people 
come into this world as equals because of the dictates of nature. The state of nature was 
one of natural, not human-made equality, and therefore it was a state of perfect equality. 
However, though all people had natural rights, they were still under the dictates of a 
natural law, the law of nature. Locke says, “Though this be a state of liberty, yet it is not 
a state of license…. The state of Nature has a law of Nature to govern it, which obliges 
every one, and reason, which is that law, teaches all mankind who will but consult it, that 
being all equal and independent, no one ought to harm another in his life, health, liberty 
or possessions.”11 With this statement, Locke emphasized the importance he gave to 
reason, which was the law of the state of nature. Reason was the thing that was to govern 
all humans; it controlled their actions and dictated their natural equality.  He did not 
claim that this was how the world always was, but it was how the world should be. A 
world governed by reason was the Enlightenment ideal. 
Drawing upon Locke’s first key idea of the natural equality of all people is his 
second key idea, one that explains how people become who they are. Locke claimed that 
it was people’s environment and circumstances that shaped who they would become, 
explaining, “the mind at birth is like a blank tablet, a white sheet of paper on which all its 
characteristics or data are inscribed from an external stimulus.”12 Locke knew that a 
person’s mind did not remain blank through his whole life, so he explains his idea further 
asking, “Whence has it [the mind] all the materials of reason and knowledge? To this I 
                                                
10 John Locke, Two Treatises on Government, Ed. Thomas Hollis (London: A Millar, 
1974), http://oll.libertyfund.org/title/222. 
11 Ibid. 
12 John Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding. 
www.earlymoderntexts.com/loess.html. 
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answer, in one word, from experience; in all that our knowledge is founded, and from that 
it ultimately derives itself.”13 Thus, Locke introduces a second crucial theme of the 
Enlightenment, experience. People’s lives are governed by reason, and they are molded 
by their experiences. These philosophies, so radical for the time period, came to permeate 
the social consciousness and are still influencing people today. Historian Kathleen 
Squadrito highlights the widespread influence of Locke’s writing by saying, “By 
stressing the point that there are no innate differences or inherent intellectual or moral 
differences between the races, that environment produces differences in intellectual and 
moral development, [he] provided a methodology which leads to respect and to toleration 
of differences between human beings.”14 What would become the central theme of so 
many social activist movements in future decades began with John Locke; it began with 
the Enlightenment. 
 With reason, experience, and equality as its foundation, the Enlightenment 
became a time of hope for the future. If humans could understand the universe through 
reason, they could improve their surroundings. Experience came in the form of 
observations, both internal, through introspection, and external, through use of the senses. 
Humans, according to Locke, needed to learn everything through experience and 
observation. He wrote, “Our observation employed either about external sensible objects, 
or about the internal operations of our minds, perceived and reflected on by ourselves, is 
that which supplies our understandings with all the materials of thinking. These two are 
the fountains of knowledge, from whence all the ideas we have, or can naturally have, do 
                                                
13 Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding. 
www.earlymoderntexts.com/loess.html. 
14 Kathleen M. Squadrito, John Locke (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1979), 126. 
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spring.”15 Intellectually, the Enlightenment was based on reason, but physically the 
Enlightenment was based on a person’s senses and experiences. Experience was the 
foundation of reason. A person needed experience as well as reason in order to seek 
knowledge. Because of his emphasis both on the physical world in the form of sensory 
experience and his emphasis on the mental world in the form of reason, Locke’s works 
formed crucial pillars of the Enlightenment. 
 The foundation of experience tied philosophy to the natural sciences in the 
Enlightenment though the idea of empiricism. Empiricism is a theory that says that 
experience and the senses are the foundations of knowledge. Instead of relying on 
traditions, empiricism emphasizes the need for evidence, especially as apprehended by 
the senses, as the way to form ideas and discover truth. The theory of empiricism had 
widespread implications for the scientific realm, and helped drive huge developments in 
science during the Enlightenment. In the sciences, empiricism meant a shift towards a 
focus on experimentation and evidence rather than superstition or magic. Empiricism also 
encouraged people to make sense of their experiences in their daily lives as scientists 
were doing by placing their focus on observable facts and data. With the new focus on 
education, many philosophers began to proclaim, as Locke had, that knowledge came 
from reason and from experience. For this reason Kathleen Squadrito says of Locke, 
“One of his greatest achievements was to establish the fundamental importance of 
observation and experimentation, of the empirical element of knowledge. Locke’s 
empiricism instigated a reorientation of thought in science, religion, education, morality, 
                                                
15 Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding. 
www.earlymoderntexts.com/loess.html, (accessed January 20, 2013). 
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politics, and metaphysics.”16 In the realm of science, furthermore, empiricism not only 
revolutionized science during the Enlightenment, it set the stage for the science of today. 
***** 
 One of the most notable results of the Enlightenment, because it drew heavily 
upon the ideas of experimentation and empiricism, was the field of science. The changes 
in science as well as changes in social thought and belief that took places in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are collectively called the Scientific Revolution. 
The Scientific Revolution went further than just making advances in the field of science; 
it also brought about a shift in how people thought, what they would accept as definitive 
knowledge and truth, and what methods were acceptable for arriving at those truths. The 
title “revolution” is extremely applicable to this period because the Enlightenment 
brought about nothing less than a complete overthrow of all previous scientific practices 
and an ushering in of a whole new era of scientific thought.  
 Before the scientific revolution, the field of science did not resemble anything that 
today would pass as science. “Natural philosophy” was an umbrella that encompassed all 
of the rudimentary sciences and philosophy.  What science there was seemed closer to 
magic than to quantitative knowledge. The entire view of the universe was different. 
Since Ancient Greece and the days of Aristotle and Plato, virtually everyone had believed 
in the geocentric theory of the universe that claimed that the entire cosmos, the sun, stars, 
and planets, revolved around the earth in concentric circles. Understandings of the 
composition of the earth also dated back to Aristotle and the four elements of earth, air, 
fire, and water. The heavens were composed of a fifth element called ether that was not 
                                                
16 Squadrito,129. 
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found on earth. Methods of empirical scientific testing were not in use in Aristotle’s time, 
and so his erroneous “scientific” claims became entrenched and were the standard for 
hundreds of years.  
  Medicine, as well as astronomy, was still grounded in ancient beliefs. Both rich 
and poor people believed in magic just as much as in medicine. Doctors and their patients 
were likely to believe in witches and witchcraft as the cause of an illness. Furthermore, 
the medical practices that existed were often coupled with religion. Sick people were 
likely to be treated by both their priest and the local physician. In 1576, the Archbishop 
of Milan himself, Carlo Borromeo, led a holy procession during a time of plague. Such 
processions were common; the need for intersession with God went hand in hand with the 
need for medical care in times of widespread illness. Furthermore, seemingly basic tenets 
of medicine today such as the pathway of blood circulating through the body and the 
germ theory of disease had not yet been discovered. Illness, doctors insisted, was caused 
by an imbalance of the humors in the body. Since some of the excesses had to be purged 
from the body to restore health, bloodletting was a frequently prescribed treatment for 
any number of illnesses. Another crucial distinction between modern medicine and pre-
Scientific Revolution medicine was the fact that there was very little difference between 
the formal education of physicians and common folklore. There was no regulation of 
medical practice and no knowledge of medicine that only physicians could possess. 
 As for the hard sciences of today, many did not even technically exist. They were 
present in primitive forms, but science before the Scientific Revolution had not even been 
formally divided into separate disciplines. The fields that did exist were all still intricately 
linked, mainly because of the ancient common foundations they all shared. Hankins 
12 
points out that chemistry and physics, for example, “were closely associated because they 
were still based to a large extent on the concept of the Aristotelian elements.”17 Other 
fields such as biology, anatomy, botany, and history were all classified together under the 
heading of natural history.  
 The Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment did not change science or medicine 
over night. Indeed, all fields of science are continually changing, developing, and 
expanding even today. The beginning of modern science, however, began with the 
Scientific Revolution. Modern science is based on facts, data, and research, and during 
the Enlightenment, empiricism, “the doctrine that natural knowledge originates in 
observation and experiment,” became the new standard for learning and knowledge.18 
The field that became the foundation for this new method of scientific learning was 
perhaps the most logical and unemotional of all—mathematics. It was mathematicians 
such as Jean le Rond d’Alembert who coined the term “Scientific Revolution” in the first 
place because they saw mathematics as “the greatest revolutionizing force” during this 
era of change.19 It is fitting that mathematics would be the focal point for a new 
generation of scientists. Mathematics has some of the key characteristics that men of the 
Enlightenment loved so much. It is logical, based on reason, factual, can be quantitatively 
proven, and is unemotional. The Enlightenment philosophers and scientists were 
embracing these very qualities in their research, and thus mathematics became the 
foundation of modern science.  
                                                
17 Hankins, 84. 
18 Jessica Riskin, ed., Genesis Redux (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002), 
1. 
19 Hankins, 1.  
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 One area of science that changed dramatically during the Enlightenment was the 
field of chemistry, so much so that historians often refer to the era as initiating the 
Chemical Revolution. For centuries, the main focus of chemistry was alchemy. Indeed 
alchemy, believed to be a form of good magic, was the initial method of studying matter. 
Its goals were to turn base metals into gold and to discover a cure for all illnesses. 
People’s devotion to alchemy dwindled during in the Enlightenment due to their new 
focus on reason and logic, however, resulting in the virtual disappearance of alchemy.20 
This shift away from alchemy is only part of the reason that chemistry underwent such a 
revolution during the Enlightenment. Another key factor in the revolution of chemistry 
had to do with the discrediting of the four Aristotelian elements as the components of the 
natural world. Something as fundamental as the fact that the air we breathe is a mixture 
of gases rather than a single element was revolutionary at the time. For roughly twenty-
three centuries, people believed that “air” was an element. The English chemist Joseph 
Priestly said that few ideas “have laid firmer hold on the mind [than that air] is a simple 
elementary substance, indestructible, and unalterable.”21 The Scientific Revolution 
discredited this belief. It was Priestly who would conduct years of combustion 
experiments allowing him to declare in 1774 that air was in fact a colorless mixture of 
several different gases having different properties. According to Thomas Hankins, “The 
crucial realization of the Chemical Revolution was that ‘air’ was not a single element but 
a physical state that many chemical substances could assume and that atmospheric air 
                                                
20 Hankins, 81. 
21 “Discovery of Oxygen by Joseph Priestly,” American Chemical Society International 
Historic Chemical Landmarks, http://portal.acs.org/, (accessed March 17, 2013). 
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was a mixture of several different chemicals in that same…state.”22 Experiments on the 
air we breathe had shown that more than one gas was present, and this alone 
revolutionized chemistry because it disproved Aristotle’s theory of the four earthly 
elements. There were two parts to this discovery. The first part was the discovery of the 
gaseous or vaporous state of matter. Then, from the knowledge of the gaseous state came 
the discovery of many different kinds of “airs” or gases, all with different chemical 
properties.23 By the end of the Chemical Revolution, scientists had a better understanding 
of what an element was—a pure substance that cannot be broken down any further. They 
learned that a compound was formed by the reaction of two or more elements, each of 
which would be present in the compound in fixed ratios. From this, scientists learned that 
air was a mixture of gases, water was a compound, and that “earth” was also a mixture of 
different elements. Furthermore, elements began to be classified by chemical rather than 
physical properties.24 The influence of the Enlightenment philosophy is apparent in the 
Chemical Revolution as chemistry underwent a complete overhaul and became its own 
branch of science, grounded in experimentation. 
 As Chemistry changed and became its own separate discipline, so did many other 
areas of science. Hankins asserts, “the creation of the new scientific disciplines was 
probably the most important contribution of the Enlightenment as a period of transition 
between the old and the new. The changing categories of science during the 
Enlightenment were a reflection of changing views of nature and its study.”25 These 
changing views on the study of nature are made possible by mathematics becoming the 
                                                
22 Hankins, 85. 
23 Ibid, 93. 
24 Ibid, 112. 
25 Ibid, 11. 
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basis for modern science as it became central to the changes in science that took place 
and a crucial aspect of the new experimental method of science. In the age of reason, 
philosophers and scientists were no longer content with magic and superstition. They 
demanded a new method, “namely, the method of science, that of experimental research, 
observation, and mathematical generalization, and conclusions reached by research rather 
than by the authority of traditional texts.”26 As reason was the philosophers’ main tool, so 
mathematics became the scientists’ main tool. Both philosophers and scientists were 
trying to learn about their world in a whole new way. Hankins sums this up saying, “By 
the end of the Enlightenment, experimental [science] had come to mean the use of a 
quantitative, experimental method to discover the laws discovering the inorganic 
world.”27  
 This new quantitative, experimental method is today known simply as the 
Scientific Method because it is fundamental to all areas of science. The Scientific Method 
is simply a way to use observation and experimentation to ask and answer questions 
about the world. It is “scientific” because it is measurable and based on empirical data. 
The process begins with a person making an observation or asking a question about 
something in the natural world. The person then forms a hypothesis, a conjecture about 
what is occurring and why it is occurring. The person then designs and performs a set of 
experiments to test the hypothesis and collects and records the data from the experiments. 
After experiments are performed, the data is analyzed and the researcher is able to see if 
the results support his initial hypothesis. One of the main ways scientific data is analyzed 
is through mathematics. Graphs and calculations often provide a way to understand what 
                                                
26 Squadrito, 17. 
27 Hankins, 46. 
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otherwise would be only some numbers on a page. Beginning in the 1700s and 
continuing today, mathematics walks hand in hand with the Scientific Method as an 
integral part of scientific investigation and discovery. The fundamental principle of the 
Scientific Method, however, is that the data speaks for itself. Scientists and researchers 
are constantly modifying or changing their hypotheses all together if not supported by the 
evidence they have gathered through experimentation.  
 This process seems simple in light of science today. Children in elementary 
schools are taught the steps of the Scientific Method. But in the Enlightenment, it was 
truly revolutionary because it had never been used or developed to this extent. Now it is 
the completely pervasive standard for all of science. Then, it was a brand new theory. Just 
as John Locke influenced the philosophical Enlightenment, so one man influenced the 
scientific Enlightenment. This new theory of experimental science based upon 
mathematics, the one that changed every aspect of science and broke science into specific 
disciplines, all began with one exceptional man: Isaac Newton. 
***** 
 Although he would achieve greatness in his lifetime, Isaac Newton (1642-1727) 
came from humble origins. His parents were illiterate farmers, and his father died before 
he was born so his mother and maternal grandmother raised him. But though his mother 
was not educated, Isaac went to primary school near his home in Woolsthorpe, 
Lincolnshire, and then Cambridge University in 1661. While in college, he formed a 
habit that would transform the very nature of science. He began to keep a notebook filled 
with various scientific entries and philosophical questions. His practice of carefully 
recording his observations would become a key element of modern science.  
17 
 Newton’s scientific record keeping, furthermore, was only the beginning of his 
innovations at Cambridge. By 1664, Newton was focusing his studies on mathematics 
and optics and ignoring the traditional university curriculum that was centered on the 
classics and Aristotelian philosophy. He went far beyond the study of traditional 
Euclidean geometry in his mathematical pursuits. His was a new branch of mathematics, 
one that he developed largely on his own, and one that is central to all of modern 
science—the “method of series and fluxions,” known today as the differential and 
integral calculus. Newton realized that differentiation and integration were opposite 
processes, and he published the basic rules of calculus two years after graduating from 
Cambridge.28 Historian James Gleick has described Newton saying, “He assimilated or 
rediscovered most of the mathematics known to humankind and then he invented the 
calculus—the machinery by which the modern world understands change and flow.”29 
From the beginning of his educational career, Newton was a mathematician, and his 
mathematics would dictate his science. 
 Newton began to perform his own research and scientific experiments between 
1665-1667. During these years, he began to perform experiments dealing with light and 
optics, and he also began his initial work on gravity that would remain one of his projects 
for the next twenty years. Newton’s started studying optics by investigating the refraction 
and diffraction of light. (Refraction is a wave property that refers to the changes in how 
the wave travels as it passes from one medium to another. Diffraction refers to how a 
wave deviates from its straight-line path as it bends around a small obstacle or opening.) 
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Many of Newton’s optical experiments involved the use of prisms. In his paper “Of 
Colours,” he kept a detailed record of his thoughts, experiments, and observations, 
complete with explanatory drawings and diagrams.30 Newton observed the way that a 
prism would split white light into the colors of the rainbow. In another experiment, he 
looked at the difference in the appearance of red and blue lines when he shone white light 
on them through a prism. When writing about this experiment, Newton included the 
figure below in his report along with the following description:31 
On a black peice of paper I drew a line opq, whereof one halfe op was a 
good blew the other pq a good deepe red (chosen by Prob. of Colours). 
And looking on it through the Prisme adf, it appeared broken in two twixt 
the colours, as at rst, the blew parte rs being nearer the vertex ab of the 
Prisme than the red parte st. Soe that blew rays suffer a greater refraction 
than red ones. Note I call those blew or red rays &c, which make the 
Phantome of such colours.32 
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Newton would continue this research for years and publish one of his great works, 
Opticks [sic], in 1704.  
 By today’s standards, his experiment with the prism is a simple experiment. It is 
important, however, because it was the beginning of a new way of approaching science. 
All scientists today know the importance of keeping a detailed record of their work. Isaac 
Newton, however, pioneered this approach to science. His experiments and meticulous 
records were the start of the Scientific Method. Furthermore, even Newton’s early work 
on light and optics demonstrates the link between science and mathematics that he would 
continue to develop and that is fundamental to all of modern science. When using prisms 
in his experiments, he refers to lines, planes, and angles—all fundamentals of geometry. 
As his scientific career progressed, Newton expanded his use of mathematics in science 
as he used the calculus to study motion and gravity. 
 Newton began to study motion in the forms of inertia and centripetal attraction. In 
1687, he published Philosophiæ naturalis principia mathematica (The Mathematical 
Principles of Natural Philosophy), which was his masterpiece on gravity, mechanics, and 
fluids, linking mathematics with science and showing that science was only acceptable if 
based on facts and observable data.33 With this work, Newton established himself as a 
leading scientist of his time. The work he did in these areas laid the foundation for 
modern physics. The evidence for that are the fundamentals of motion taught today as 
Newton’s Laws of Motion. He maintained that a body at rest or in motion would remain 
either at rest or in motion unless an outside force acts upon it. The force an object exerts 
is equal to the product of its mass and its acceleration. The force one object exerts on 
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another is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force the other object exerts 
back on it. Newton also discussed how all objects relate to each other. All objects, he 
asserted, attract each other according to their mass, with more massive objects exerting a 
stronger attractive force than those with less mass would exert. This was the center of his 
theory of gravity, and he used mathematics to arrive at and defend his claims. Later in his 
life, he claimed that years earlier when observing an apple fall from a tree, he realized 
that the same force governing gravity on earth was the force that keeps the planets 
rotating around the sun.  
 It would be hard to overstate the importance of the life and work of Isaac Newton 
to the development of our understanding of the modern world and especially modern 
science. Gleick writes, “Newton worked out measurements for weights on the different 
planets. He calculated the densities of the planets…he calculated the shape of the earth, 
not an exact sphere, but oblate, bulging at the equator because of its rotation.”34 His laws 
of motion played a large part in finally proving the heliocentric theory of the universe and 
disproving the long held belief that the earth and all other planets were perfect spheres. 
Newton’s mathematics and science literally changed humankind’s view of the world. He 
brought order to the universe and explained the motion of the planets. According to 
Gleick, “Creation, Newton saw, unfolds from simple rules, patterns iterated over 
unlimited distances. So [one] seeks mathematical laws…[one] deems the universe 
solvable.”35 Newton, through his experiments and calculations, brought knowledge and 
understanding to the world around him. 
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 Not only did Newton revolutionize humankind’s view of the universe, he used the 
tools of mathematics to do so, setting the standard for modern quantitative science. 
Through his mathematics, experimentation, and detailed record keeping, Newton 
invented what today is called the Scientific Method in which one does an experiment, 
takes and records data, and arrives at conclusions based on the data alone. His numerous 
papers and journals demonstrated the importance of experimentation and thorough record 
keeping. Record keeping during experimentation became so important because one 
person’s experimental result means nothing if another cannot independently duplicate the 
experiment and confirm the previously obtained results. In everything he did, Newton 
was a scientist well ahead of his time. He knew the importance of mathematics in science 
in an age when modern science did not exist. In this aspect, he was the founder of 
theoretical science. One of the benefits of mathematics is the vast realm of theoretical 
knowledge it opens through calculations. Newton knew this and took full advantage of it. 
He could not physically measure the earth or the courses of the planets around the sun, 
but he could calculate them and learn about their movements from his calculations. That, 
also, was true empirical data, factual and logical even if one could not see it.  
 Another area of his work, his investigation of how gravity controls the tides, 
provides perhaps the most remarkable example of Newton’s ability to use mathematics to 
conceptualize and discover things that would be impossible otherwise. Gleick shows that 
through mathematics, Newton “explained how the moon and sun tug at the seas to create 
the tides, but he had probably never set eyes on the ocean. He understood the sea by 
abstraction and computation.”36 While he never saw the shore, through his mathematics 
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he could visualize the tides. Mathematics gave him another sense as it were, another way 
of viewing the universe. Newton’s work began the process of making it impossible to 
practice science without mathematics, and this was the beginning of a modern journey in 
a primitive age. Isaac Newton believed in reason and in facts before Enlightenment 
philosophers began championed reason. As Gleick puts it,   
He was born into a world of darkness, obscurity, and magic…and yet 
discovered more of the essential core of human knowledge than anyone 
before or after. He was the chief architect of the modern world. He 
answered the ancient philosophical riddles of light and motion, and he 
effectively discovered gravity. He showed how to predict the courses of 
heavenly bodies and so established our places in the cosmos. He made 
knowledge a thing of substance, quantitative and exacted.37  
Through his life’s work, he created a new language, a new way of viewing the world—
the language of science. It is still the standard today.  
 Isaac Newton was the father of modern science. Everything he did formed the 
basis for the Scientific Revolution just as the philosophies of John Locke set the tone for 
the human world of the Enlightenment. Far beyond the Scientific Revolution, Newton’s 
influence is still present today. Everyone who has studied any science is a “Newtonian.” 
Forces and masses, action and reaction, watching a football game and hearing an 
announcer say one team has gained momentum, all these terms and ideas originated with 
Newton’s science.38 His research has completely pervaded modern daily life. Not all 
scientists of his day were like Newton, however. Newton was chief, many others 
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followed in his footsteps, and many others forged their own paths. Concrete, 
experimental, empirical science, proven with mathematics and data, began with Isaac 




























Isaac Newton and John Locke played a crucial role in ushering in the Age of 
Enlightenment in England. In the English Enlightenment, both philosophy and science 
were grounded upon reason and empirical data. And while the intellectual movement of 
the Enlightenment was a phenomenon in virtually all of the western world, different 
regions and countries all embraced slightly different characteristics of the enlightened 
movement, leaving each with its own unique version of the Enlightenment. In all of the 
West, the foundations of the Enlightenment were the same. However, just as each country 
has its own culture, so, too, each had its own way of viewing and expressing 
Enlightenment ideals. A few countries in particular, though, led the Enlightenment and 
exemplified its’ development. One version of the Enlightenment matured in England, 
pioneered by Newton and developed by Locke. A second equally important adaptation of 
the Enlightenment arose in Scotland and France in the middle of the eighteenth century. 
While the Scottish/French Enlightenment was based on the same pillars of reason, facts, 
and empirical data as the English Enlightenment, it had another layer—the senses. This 
reliance upon the senses embraced the Enlightenment precept of observation and 
expanded it, saying that people’s senses were what connected them to the world and 
allowed them to understand the world. The historian Arthur Herman says, “It stressed 
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observation and experience as the primary source of knowledge. It saw human 
consciousness as our window on reality and onto the self.”39 It was empiricism coupled 
with what historians would later term sensibility.  
 Diderot defined “sensibility” in his Encyclopedie, a Systematic Dictionary of the 
Sciences, Arts, and Crafts, as the capacity “to perceive impressions of external objects.”40 
Even from this brief definition, the link between sensibility and observation is clear. 
People use their senses, all five of them, to take in the world around them. These 
observations then connect people to each other and to their surroundings. According to 
historian Jessica Riskin, “Sentiment used to describe an ‘emotional movement’ in 
response to a physical sensation…. Ideas, emotions, and moral sentiments alike were 
expressions of sensibility, movements of the body’s parts in response to sensory 
impressions of the outside world.”41 Sensibility, then, was the fusing of sentiment, or 
emotion, with sensation, or observation. The Sentimental Enlightenment of the French 
and Scots was not rejecting reason, however. These philosophers believed in reason, and 
they certainly believed in the power of observation to collect information and in 
empirical data. They differed from the English Enlightenment leaders in that they added 
another component to reason and empiricism. They combine empiricism with emotion, in 
what at first appears to be a contradictory combination but what was really a new facet of 
the Enlightenment—sentimental empiricism. Inherent in the notion of sentimental 
empiricism was the French and Scottish belief that humankind had an innate social 
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instinct, a need to be connected with other humans and with the world. The philosophers 
of the French and Scottish Enlightenment, by inventing the notion of sensibility, 
“transformed the meaning of scientific empiricism, for if knowledge arose from physical 
sensation, it must now originate equally in emotion.”42 These leaders of the new 
Enlightenment were the sentimental empiricists. It was their understanding that what 
people observed through their senses and what they experienced emotionally were 
interconnected, and that they needed both of these abilities in order to obtain knowledge. 
 The importance scientists and philosophers placed on sentiment and sensation 
reveals one of the main goals they had as they continued their empirical scientific 
research: they wanted to better understand the world around them and better connect with 
the other people with whom they shared their world. They thought that science should 
accomplish more than just explaining the workings of the world; they said science should 
also help bring humans together, fulfilling a basic human need to relate to other human 
beings. According to Riskin, this aspect of empiricism illustrated a “receptiveness to a 
world outside the mind, a world that imposed its claims through the senses.”43 Reason, 
then, for a sentimental empiricist, if it meant only living in one’s mind, isolated from 
others, should not be man’s main focus. Humans were not meant to be cut off from their 
fellow humans. They said human nature was fundamentally social. Other people and 
interactions defined a person’s relationship to the universe. This was a slightly different 
approach to the Enlightenment. Humans, they held, were indeed shaped by their 
experiences, but they were also equipped with an inborn desire to relate to other humans. 
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In life, and in science, people’s senses were crucial, because that was what connected 
them to the world and to each other.  
 Emotions, sometimes referred to as passions, obtained through the senses, thus 
became an integral part of reason in the mid-seventeenth century. The pairing of emotion 
with reason seems contradictory, but it was not contradictory for the people of the 
Enlightenment. Explaining this paradox, Riskin writes, “No longer antithetical to the 
rational faculty, [passions] became, on the contrary, essential to its proper functioning. A 
new generation of empiricists viewed passions as ‘states of understanding’ and emotions 
as a ‘way of knowing.’ Specifically, emotion was the form of knowledge that most 
intimately and actively connected the knower to the known.”44 The way in which a 
combination of emotion and reason provided humankind with knowledge of the world 
had important social implications. As humans learned about each other and about their 
surroundings, they learned how they should interact with each other, and they began to 
develop a social conscience. 
 By the middle of the eighteenth century, Enlightenment individuals were familiar 
with the idea that they began life as a blank slate. These people modified this idea by 
adding human connections, and they were now interested in how they were to write on 
that slate and what sorts of experiences were best for anchoring themselves in the world. 
To find this answer, they looked to their senses and to the effect of the senses on the 
mind.45 In a way, the senses were the common currency of the time; the senses were what 
allowed people to relate to each other. It was a simple idea, but the newfound focus on 
understanding the world through experience made it a profound one. This made the 
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Enlightenment an age with a new consciousness because “moral sentiments arose from 
sensibility,” and the term sensibility came to signify “both physical sensation and moral 
sensitivity.”46 How could the logical, rational movement of the Enlightenment develop 
this moral aspect? It arose from the emotional aspect of the Enlightenment developed by 
the sentimental empiricists. As Herman explains, “Moral reasoning…is a natural human 
faculty, but it differs from other kinds of reasoning…. It is expressed through feelings 
and emotions. The most important is love, particularly love for others, which is the 
starting point of all morality.”47 Sensibility, therefore, meant a focus on the senses, but it 
also meant a focus on morality, the end goal of which was love. All humans, therefore, 
relate to each other through love, obtained by their senses, particularly sight and hearing. 
 Insensibility, on the other hand, “meant isolation from the commerce of others; it 
meant solipsism.”48 Solipsism is the philosophical idea that one’s own mind is the only 
mind that is sure to exist. In other words, that the self is the only thing that is absolutely 
real. People could isolate themselves from the world on purpose, embracing insensibility 
as it were. Or people could be involuntarily isolated from the world through a 
circumstance they had no control over such as a physical handicap. Enlightenment 
philosophers were interested in this latter scenario. They wanted to know how physical 
blindness related to morality and sensibility. If humans understood morality through the 
senses, they wondered, were people without one or more of their senses also lacking in 
some aspects of their moral compasses? Diderot was among those particularly interested 
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in how a person’s morality was affected by his senses, or lack thereof. Diderot saw a 
definite connection between people’s morality and their senses. He wrote, 
Since the blind are affected by none of the external demonstrations that 
awaken pity and ideas of grief in ourselves, with the sole exception of 
vocal complaints, I suspect them of being, in general, unfeeling toward 
their fellow men. What difference is there to a blind person between a man 
urinating and a man bleeding to death without speaking? Do we ourselves 
not cease to feel compassion when distance of the smallness of the object 
produces the same effect on us as lack of sight does on the blind? Thus do 
all our virtues depend on our way of apprehending things and on the 
degree to which external objects affect us…. How different is the morality 
of the blind from ours! And how different again would a deaf man’s be 
from a blind man’s; and how imperfect—to put the matter kindly—would 
our own system of morality appear to a being who had one more sense 
than we ourselves!49 
Diderot thought that people lacking a sense of sight, since they were less able to observe 
their surroundings, were less in tune with the world. This then translated to the blind 
person having a less developed sense of morality due to their being less able to perceive 
the environment. Diderot thought that the morals of a blind or deaf person were inferior 
to those of a person with all five senses. In the same way, he postulated that a 
hypothetical being with six senses would have a superior moral code to humankind 
possessing only five senses. 
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 Diderot investigated his hypothesis by performing philosophical experiments and 
questioning blind people he encountered, attempting to further understand how they 
perceived morality. He refers to one man in his writings as the “blind man of Puiseaux.” 
Diderot questioned this man about his opinions on virtue and vice. What he discovered 
was that the blind man was extremely opposed to stealing because he himself was an easy 
victim of theft, but that he could not understand the concept of modesty. This 
conversation supported Diderot’s views that people’s senses affected their moral values. 
Humans, he postulated, are unable to understand what could be wrong with an action if 
they cannot perceive it with their senses. People’s senses, therefore, not only allowed 
them to observe the world but also dictated how they understood their relationship to the 
world and their relationship to their fellow humans. Diderot concluded that virtues 
“depend on our manner of sensing” and upon “the degree to which external things affect 
us.”50 As Riskin put it, “the more affected one was by external things, the better 
developed one’s moral faculty…the vividness and intensity of one’s sensory experience 
of an event shaped one’s moral response to it.”51 
 The key to sensibility, therefore, was being immersed in one’s surroundings. This 
affected people’s daily encounters with other people because how in tune they were to 
their senses affected their compassion, morals, and even their very humanity. This same 
tenet of sensibility in the French and Scottish Enlightenment governed science and 
empiricism because of the connection between observation and the senses as well as 
social thought and behavior. For the Scots, the connection of sensibility and social 
behavior was particularly important. Philosophers of the Scottish Enlightenment were 
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responsible for introducing a new science—based on emotion, the senses, and the 
interconnectedness of all humans—the science of man.52  
 Scottish Enlightenment philosopher David Hume promoted both empiricism and 
the study of humankind in his writings. Potentially his most influential work was his 
Treatise on Human Nature that was first published in 1739-1740. In his Treatise, Hume 
states that the science of man is human nature, and he says, “The science of man is the 
only solid foundation for the other sciences, so the only solid foundation we can give to 
this science itself must be laid on experience and observation.”53 This demonstrates 
Hume’s belief that sensibility was tied to empiricism. If the study of humankind was the 
basis for all the other sciences, and it needed to be grounded on empiricism, it follows 
therefore that all the sciences needed to be empirical as well. By wanting to study human 
nature through the use of observation and the senses, Hume and the other philosophers of 
the Scottish Enlightenment showcase their idea that all humans are all inextricably 
connected to each other. This was the foundation of all of the civic consciousness of 
sensible empiricism. Humans were not meant to be isolated; they were meant to interact 
with each other through their senses and through observation and experimentation. These 
ideas meant that Enlightenment philosophers saw enormous promise for the future 
because they could use the principles of science to better society. Historian Peter Gay 
claims the Scots thought, “The science of man was possible and would be immensely 
useful. That is why the men of the Enlightenment were ultimately not afraid of science; it 
was not merely their best, but their only, hope for the knowledge that would give man 
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both abundance and freedom.”54 Through science, humans could understand more fully 
how they were to relate to their world and to each other. 
In order to utilize the resources of sensibility and empiricism to the fullest, the 
Scottish and French Enlightenment philosophers supported the already present 
Enlightenment focus on making education more widely available for people of all 
classes. Education provided a way for people to write on the blank tablet of their lives 
and to come to know the world outside them. Although he was born in Geneva, the 
Enlightenment philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau spent a large part of his life in France, 
and he held views on the importance of education similar to those of other Enlightenment 
figures. Rousseau thought that “as long as a child’s ‘sensibility remains limited to his 
person there will be no morality in his actions.’ Only after his sensibility is extended 
beyond himself would [he] acquire ‘sentiments of good and evil that constitute him a true 
man.’ Moral learning, like natural philosophy, was a matter of fostering sensibilities.”55 
All people had to find their place proper place in the world. As this became the goal of 
the sentimental empiricists in the Enlightenment, people came to see that education was a 
key method for extending a person’s sensibilities beyond himself. The Enlightenment, 
then, was a social movement as well as a philosophical one. It gave rise to civic 
education, the goal of which was to “civilize its beneficiaries.”56 
 In today’s world, having at least some education is essential in order for a person 
to fully take part in society. More and more jobs now are requiring advanced degrees past 
even a bachelor’s degree. However, in the eighteenth century, education for a middle 
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class person meant learning reading, writing, and basic mathematics. The Enlightenment 
focus on educating the middle class was a new phenomenon, and it is what prepared the 
world of the Enlightenment to become the modern world of today. Scotland in particular 
led this movement toward middle class literacy. Herman writes, “For middle class Scots, 
education was more than just a means to professional credentials or social advancement. 
It became a way of life…. In that sense no other society in Europe was as broadly 
prepared for ‘takeoff’ into the modern age as was eighteenth century Scotland.”57 Higher 
education also expanded in Scotland, and Scottish universities drew students from all 
over Europe. The universities, too, affected more people in Scotland than just the upper 
class. The growing literacy rate in Scotland during the eighteenth century allowed these 
universities to become “in effect centers of popular education as well as more academic 
learning.”58 This meant that philosophers and intellectuals towards the end of the 
seventeen-hundreds could write for a literate public that included both middle class 
people and the elite, instead of simply writing for other intellectuals. Education of the 
middle class showed the sense of civic responsibility that many Enlightenment leaders 
felt. They knew that education was important and that expanding the realm of education 
would benefit all levels of society. The trend in civic education only grew as time went 
on, and as more people learned reading and mathematics, Europe as a whole became 
more ready to enter the modern age.  
 One aspect of civic education was, to Enlightenment philosophers, a particularly 
good representation of the uses of sensibility, and that was the establishment of schools 
for the blind. Previously, philosophers’ such as Diderot and many others were not even 
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sure that blind people were fully human, and they were convinced that their morals were 
flawed. They thought the blind were isolated from society. However, the establishment of 
schools for the blind and the use of the Braille alphabet for teaching blind people how to 
read demonstrated the uses of the senses, in this case the sense of touch, as a unifying 
force in society. Because of this, schools for the blind were living symbols of “the union 
of sensibility and social harmony”59 as well an obvious representation of the personal 
obligation that many Enlightenment leaders had to help their fellow humans. 
***** 
 Sensibility was just as much a characteristic of the Enlightenment as was reason 
or empiricism. It affected the social sciences by influencing how people related to one 
another and how they understood basic human psychology. It also affected the natural 
sciences, those that today are categorized as the hard sciences such as chemistry and 
physics, because scientific empiricism was applied through the lens of sensibility. 
Because of the significance of sensibility in France, it is not surprising that it would 
influence scientists in France. One man who was influenced by sensibility in his scientific 
pursuits was hugely important in the development of chemistry, and that man was 
Antoine Lavoisier. Lavoisier was a French chemist who lived from 1743-1794. He is 
perhaps the first man to be referred to as a chemist rather than a general scientist, and 
people today sometimes remember him as the father of modern chemistry. Largely 
through his work, chemistry became its own field rather than simply being grouped with 
what today people know as botany, physics, biology, and chemistry under the heading of 
the natural sciences or natural philosophy. Lavoisier set out with the goal of defining the 
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science of chemistry, and he did so through his experiments on combustion and his 
system for naming compounds and chemicals. 
 Combustion is the process of burning some sort of fuel with an oxidizing agent (a 
molecule that will accept electrons from another molecule) in order to produce heat that 
can be used to do work. Combustion is a major mechanism of energy release and is 
important for humankind when the energy it releases can be harnessed and used. At the 
beginning of the eighteenth century, however, scientists did not understand the process of 
combustion, just as they did not know that the atmospheric air all humans breathe is made 
up of fixed compositions of several different elements. Lavoisier, by performing and 
studying some of the first truly empirical chemical reactions, shed light on both of these 
subjects. He began conducting experiments burning sulfur and phosphorous. In his 
experiments, he carefully weighed both the reactants and the products, thus allowing for 
the collection of truly empirical data. His precise measurements were a representation of 
both Enlightenment empiricism and Enlightenment sensibility; they combined reason 
with human understanding. Lavoisier’s meticulous, empirical technique was crucial to the 
advancement of modern chemistry. By weighing the reactants and products of his 
experiments, Lavoisier observed that the products weighed more than the reactants, 
demonstrating that metals weighed more after they were burned than before. He saw that 
the metals had to be combining with something in the air while they burned.60 As he 
conducted his research, Lavoisier concluded that not all of the atmospheric air combined 
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with the metal when it burned, but rather only a part of the air.61 This contradicted 
Aristotelian theory. It meant that air was not an element, but that it was composed of 
different elements that had distinct properties. Lavoisier went on to assert that humans 
did not use and breathe all parts of the common air. He hypothesized that the part of the 
air that humans could breathe was also the part of the air that combined with the metals 
when they burned. Lavoisier described these parts of air as elastic fluids, and he said that 
there were at least two of these elastic fluids, “one respirable and supporting combustion 
and calcination, and the other irrespirable and supporting neither combustion or 
calcination.”62 When he performed his combustion experiments, Lavoisier wanted to find 
a way to measure not only the weight the metal gained while burning but also the amount 
of heat that the burning process released. To do this, he collaborated with his 
mathematician friend Pierre Simon Laplace to design what he called an ice calorimeter, a 
device that measured heat released during a chemical reaction based on the amount of ice 
melted. From 1782-1784 they carried out many experiments with the ice calorimeter and 
measured the heat quantities that evolved with the various chemical changes. According 
to historian Douglas McKie, “These measurements are historic because they mark the 
foundation of what is now known as the science of thermochemistry,” a branch of 
chemistry that is immensely important in industry today.63  
Lavoisier’s research laid the foundation for modern chemistry. He proved that air 
was not an element in itself, and that it was made up of different elements with different 
properties. He began empirical chemistry by measuring products and reactants in his 
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experiments, and he recognized the importance of measuring quantities of heat in 
reactions and figured out a way to take these measurements. His importance in the field 
of chemistry did not stop there, however. He also introduced a system of naming 
substances in chemistry that is largely still in use today. He initiated a simple and logical 
system of nomenclature that was appealing to other chemists and allowed scientists in 
different countries to communicate about their work more efficiently. It is “essentially the 
same as that still in use in chemistry,” thus fulfilling Lavoisier’s goal for his naming 
system, “to be such as would be adapted to future discovery.”64 Lavoisier was a chemist. 
His work built upon the foundation of empiricism and the scientific method laid by Isaac 
Newton in England a few years earlier, and his work was shaped by the culture of 
sensibility that pervaded Enlightenment France at the time. With these factors as his 
foundation, he drew the science of chemistry out of the darkness and into the light of the 
modern world. He and other French and Scottish Enlightenment philosophers and 
scientists, together with their English counterparts, all paved the way for modernity by 
introducing the Enlightenment to the land that was newness itself—the colonies that 







                                                








People from all over Europe settled the land in North America that was first the 
British colonies and then eventually the United States of America. And just as the multi-
national settlers all brought with them aspects of their various European cultures, so too 
they brought with them many different aspects of the Enlightenment in Europe. The 
culture of the newborn country of America was the result of many influences, and the 
multifaceted version of the Enlightenment that came to America was one example of the 
heterogeneous new culture that America enjoyed. The political philosophy of John 
Locke, the empirical science of Isaac Newton, and the sensibility of the Scottish and 
French Enlightenments influenced the American Enlightenment. The result was an 
intellectual movement that laid the foundation for the American Revolution, established 
the American ideals of liberty, democracy, and religious tolerance, and also changed the 
way people in America viewed science and the natural world.  
 The American Enlightenment shaped the culture of a continent and set on a 
pedestal the same principles that are still entrenched in American society today. 
Americans took aspects of cultures and parts of philosophies from all over Europe and 
combined them. And then they went further, and applied and lived out these philosophies 
as they formed a new country and established a new government. John Locke said that all 
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people were entitled to life, liberty, and property. Thomas Jefferson then incorporated 
Locke’s notion of natural rights into the Declaration of Independence, saying, “We hold 
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, and that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain Unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and 
the Pursuit of Happiness.” This statement embodies two fundamental aspects of the 
American Enlightenment: the idea that all people have equal rights and that those rights 
should be applied in actuality rather than just remain theoretical. The American 
Enlightenment was practical. Philosophers and scientists wanted to implement their ideas 
through political theory and experiments. The Americans acted out the European 
Enlightenment ideals when they created their own country and government. In the same 
way, American Enlightenment scientists borrowed the principles of experimentation and 
empiricism from Europe and sought to imitate them and adapt them to life in America. 
Science in the American Enlightenment was based on practicality, useful inventions, 
ordering the natural world, and dominating nature to fit people’s needs. Since laws of 
nature governed the world, American scientists set out to understand those laws and use 
them to their advantage.  
 In early America, Benjamin Franklin was a pioneer in virtually every one of the 
many areas of scientific and political life in which he dabbled. Both brilliant and 
interested in everything, he is the epitome of an American Enlightenment scientist. 
Franklin’s importance comes both from the sheer magnitude of the he did and the 
practicality he sought to give his work. He saw the applications of reason and 
experimentation, and, as historian Brooke Hindle said, “[Franklin] was convinced that the 
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promotion of science would yield great practical benefits.”65 He wanted to promote 
science throughout the American colonies because he saw that humans could use science 
to understand nature and thereby increase their control over nature. By 1743, Franklin 
announced, “The first drudgery of settling new colonies which confines attention of 
people to mere necessaries is now pretty well over; and there are many 
in…circumstances that set them at ease, and afford leisure to cultivate the finer arts and 
improve the common stock of knowledge.”66 According to Hindle, Franklin was the man 
who “gave voice to exalted aspirations for American achievement in science…. He 
demonstrated a fine appreciation for one of the noblest dreams of the Enlightenment—the 
dream that man by studied effort could unlock the secrets of nature and apply them to 
increase his power ‘over matter, and multiply the conveniences or pleasures of life.’” 67 
 Perhaps Franklin’s interest in increasing the conveniences and pleasures of life 
through science stemmed from his humble beginnings. Born in Boston in 1796, he was 
the son of a candle and soap maker who could only afford to send him to school for two 
years. Franklin attended Boston Latin School, but his formal schooling ended when he 
was only ten. Franklin, however, continued to educate himself though extensive 
independent reading. His enterprise is evident both in his desire for education and in his 
determination to get what he wanted out of life, even at an early age. When he was 
fifteen, he was apprenticed at the newspaper his brother James founded. Franklin 
submitted letters to the newspaper under the pseudonym of Mrs. Silence Dogood. James 
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published these letters, unaware of the identity of the author, and the letters became a 
popular part of his newspaper. However, later when James learned that his younger 
brother had written the Silence Dogood letters, he was angry, and Franklin had to set off 
on his own to make a new life in Philadelphia. Franklin’s ingenuity and love of learning 
led him to small early successes there as they had in Boston. He worked as a clerk and 
typesetter in a printing shop and founded his first intellectual organization in 1727. His 
group, the Junto, was composed of men like himself, interested in reading and in current 
events and political issues. Because of the high price of books, members of the Junto 
shared their personal collections, creating a small library. But Franklin was not satisfied. 
He came up with the idea of the first subscription library that would pool the funds of all 
of the members to buy books that then all members could share. A few years later, 
Franklin wrote the charter for the Library Company of Philadelphia.  
 Franklin began humbly and worked his way up. In 1729, after several false starts, 
he went from being a clerk to being the publisher of his own newspaper, The 
Pennsylvania Gazette. He also enjoyed further literary success with the publication of 
Poor Richard’s Almanack that he wrote under a new pseudonym of Richard Saunders. 
Although his early successes were in business and literature, Franklin’s active mind was 
interested in a broad range of subjects, including experiments in the natural sciences. 
Franklin’s active mind was naturally curious about his surroundings, and he was 
constantly making observations about what he saw. More importantly, he recorded his 
observations in various journals and papers throughout his life. His personal papers and 
publications reveal the subjects that primarily occupied him. He was interested in the 
physiological properties of air and water, the movement of fluids, and also the movement 
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of the planets. He documented his thoughts on a wide array of material in his “Physical 
and Meteorological Observations, Conjectures, and Suppositions,” which were initially 
published in 1769. Many of his observations and suppositions were clearly incorrect. 
However, they show that Franklin understood the importance of both observation and 
record keeping in the natural sciences, one of the key tenets of empiricism. Furthermore, 
not all of his observations were incorrect. He had a clear understanding of how particles 
diffuse in fluids, moving from an area of high concentration to an area of low 
concentration. He wrote, “Part of a Fluid having more of what it dissolves, will 
communicate to other Parts that have less. Thus very salt Water coming in contact with 
fresh, communicates its Saltness [sic] till all is equal.”68 Franklin’s love of observation 
and record keeping as he conducted his science experiments shows the extent that he was 
influenced by the tradition that Isaac Newton had previously established. His interest in 
mathematics and his understanding that the future of science lay intertwined with 
mathematics only further reinforces the impact that Newton’s work had on him. Franklin 
dabbled in astronomy, and he calculated the speed of the rotation of the earth. He 
understood that not every point on the surface of the earth rotates at the same speed, but 
rather that the speed of how fast a point on the earth would rotate on a daily basis 
depended on its location in relation to the equator. He describes the motion of the earth 
saying, “The earth turning on its axis in about twenty-four hours, the equatorial parts 
must move about fifteen miles in each minute. In Northern and Southern latitudes this 
motion is gradually less to the Poles, and there nothing.”69  
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His experiments and calculations with basic chemistry and astronomy are only 
two brief examples of Franklin’s extended physical observations. Franklin was a leader in 
the American Enlightenment not only for his observations but also for the practical 
applications he tried to then give to his observations. According to Riskin, Franklin 
believed that “ideas are not separable from scientific practice or social organization and 
cannot be treated separately,” and he pursued ways for the “engagement of ideas with 
cultural, social, and experimental practices.”70 Because of this, his interest in fluids and 
the diffusion of particles in a fluid was not merely a disinterested one. It led him to 
observe how indoor cooking stoves did not evenly distribute heat or adequately heat a 
room but that they did produce bothersome smoke. Franklin thought that these stoves 
were inadequate, so he set out to design a stove that would produce uniform, optimum 
heat with minimum smoke output. Upon completion of his project, he wrote and 
published a description of his stove as well as instructions for how to build it. In a 
generous spirit very different from that predominating inventors of today, he refused to 
patent his stove because he wanted it to be available to benefit everyone. He said, “That 
as we enjoy great Advantages from the Inventions of others, we should be glad of an 
Opportunity to serve others by any Invention of ours, and this we should do freely and 
generously.”71 Another of Franklin’s practical inventions to help people in their daily 
lives was the split bifocal eyeglass. Since he himself had experienced problems with his 
eyesight in seeing objects both very near and very far away, Franklin invented the bifocal 
lens with one half of the lens suited for reading and the other for viewing distant objects. 
Inserted into eyeglasses frames, these lenses allowed Franklin to see objects at all 
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distances. Many people besides Franklin also benefited from his invention. Here again, 
Franklin was not pursuing science and inventions for the sake of personal gain. He was a 
visionary in the realm of inventing new technologies in that he understood how much 
science and technology could change the world and the daily lives of all humans. He 
applied himself to his research so that he could discover what aspects of science could be 
used to help others. 
While he was a pragmatist in his science, Franklin was not without a 
philosophical side. He was extremely interested in lightening, electrical currents, and 
electricity. Much of his electrical work was theoretical, although he would later find a 
way to put his discoveries to use when he created the lightening rod. When he began to 
study electricity in 1747, the only kind of electricity people knew about was what today is 
known as static electricity. According to historian Philip Dray, “At the time, electricity 
was a field of natural philosophy wide open to the curious layman…. Unlike astronomy, 
medicine, or botany, which required specialized knowledge, electricity could be 
understood—and at this point was more or less only understood—as a plainly observable 
attraction between objects.”72 The very fact that so little was known about electricity was 
also what made it so accessible to a man like Franklin to take up its study. Franklin began 
to try to collect a static electric charge on a jar in order to better study static electricity. 
Franklin and his contemporaries determined that electricity was a “‘subtle fluid,’ meaning 
that it was a force with physical properties but no mass.”73 While conducting his 
electrical experiments over the next several years, Franklin corresponded with a man by 
the name of Cadwallader Colden who was also a pioneer in Enlightenment science in 
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America. The two men used the terms such as “electric matter” and “conducting matter” 
to describe how charged bodies interacted with each other, and they quickly discovered 
that not all materials interacted in this way. The letters that Franklin and Colden 
exchanged trace the evolution of their understanding of electricity, charges, and currents, 
and how they went about classifying materials based on if they could conduct electricity. 
In 1751, Franklin wrote to Colden, 
 If any Portion of Electric Matter is apply’d to a Piece of Conducting Matter, it 
penetrates and flows thru’ it, or spreads equally on its surface according as 
situated or circumstanc’d; if apply’d to a Piece of Non Conducting Matter, it will 
do neither. Perfect Conductors of Electric Matter are only Metals and Water; 
other bodies conducting only as they contain a mixture of these…. Moist air 
receives and conducts electric matter in proportion to its moisture; quite dry Air 
not at all. Air is therefore to be ranked with the Non Conductors.74 
As he continued his research to explore the relationship between different types of matter 
and electricity, Franklin proved “the Sameness of Electric Matter with that of 
Lightening”75 with his now famous kite experiment. One stormy night, Franklin flew a 
kite with a wire attached to the top of the kite to attract lightening and a metal key 
attached to the string of the kite. When lightening struck the wire, the wet string in 
between the wire and the metal key provided a path for electricity to travel down to the 
key. The pathway Franklin set up conducted electricity from lightening.  Franklin 
described the results of his experiment saying,  
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As soon as any of the Thunder Clouds come over the Kite, the pointed 
Wire will draw the Electric Fire from them, and the Kite, with all the 
Twine, will be electrified, and the loose Filaments of the Twine will stand 
out every Way, and be attracted by an approaching Finger. And when the 
Rain has wet the Kite and Twine, so that it can conduct the Electric Fire 
freely, you will find it stream out plentifully from the Key on the 
Approach of your Knuckle.76 
 His experiment was important because of what it demonstrated—lightening is a form of 
electricity—and also because of how easily understood it was. Franklin’s clarity in his 
published account along with the vivid images people associate with lightening made it 
something “people of virtually and background and level of education could grasp.”77 
 After proving that lightening and electricity were the same, Franklin wanted to 
find a way he could use the knowledge he had accumulated through years of research. He 
began to develop an idea he had had for several years.  He wondered whether he could 
fasten a pointed iron rod onto a tall building to attract electricity from the thunderclouds 
in a storm, thereby keeping the electricity from coming into contact with and damaging 
the building itself. The result of Franklin’s experiments was the lightening rod, an 
extremely useful and practical tool for diverting the path of lightening to the ground.  The 
lightening rod decreased the amount of property damage from lightening mainly through 
preventing fires. Previously, fires had been a big problem, especially in cities, but 
Franklin’s lightening rod was successful in reducing the number of buildings that 
lightening struck and caught on fire. Franklin invented the lightening rod through careful 
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and precise application of the scientific method. He formed an idea or hypothesis based 
on the natural phenomena he observed, he tested his hypothesis through experimentation, 
he recorded his data, and then he drew his conclusions based on what the data supported. 
Franklin then found a way to turn his experiment from his own hobby to an invention that 
would benefit countless people, saving both property and human lives.  
 Franklin was an Enlightenment philosopher, and he was also an Enlightenment 
scientist following in the tradition established by Newton. He was active during his entire 
life, curious, involved, and he never stopped learning. His impact on America is profound 
and far-reaching. Thomas Jefferson wrote this about Franklin: “He was our Patriarch, 
whom Philanthropy pronounced the first of men, and whose name will be like a star of 
the first magnitude in the firmament of Heaven.”78 In an age of brilliant men who 
redefined the world, this was high praise, but considering Franklin’s influence on the 
British colonies and then on the fledgling United States, it was not too high. When 
Enlightenment ideas came to America, they found their voice in Benjamin Franklin. 
According to Henry Commager, “no one else, except Jefferson, touched American life on 
so many sides, or left so lasting an impression on all that he touched. Printer, journalist, 
scientist, politician, diplomat, educator, statesman, author of aphorisms and the best of 
autobiographies, he was, or seemed, the complete philosophe.”79 Franklin was a true 
visionary. He was a pioneer in the sciences and in applying scientific discoveries to make 
life more pleasant and convenient for all of humankind. He wanted to understand the 
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world around him, and then he wanted to use his knowledge to control and fashion the 
world, making it what he wanted it to be. 
***** 
 Benjamin Franklin, though extraordinary, was not alone in his desire to 
understand and tame the natural world. America had many other philosophers and 
scientists following in the European enlightened traditions, copying and adapting those 
traditions to the new world. Another influential Enlightenment leader in the United States 
was Franklin’s friend and correspondent Cadwallader Colden. Colden was Scottish, and 
he spent the beginning of his life in Ireland where he was born and then in Scotland 
where he was educated. He formally studied theology at the University of Edinburgh, and 
after graduation he continued his personal studies in the natural sciences. He also studied 
medicine in London.80 Colden made his way to America in 1710 at the invitation of an 
aunt, and he set up his new life and began to practice medicine in Philadelphia.  
 It is clear from their correspondence that Franklin and Colden had a high respect 
for each other intellectually. Colden remained a Loyalist his entire life, so politically he 
and Franklin held completely different views, but their scientific and philosophical 
correspondence was full of mutual admiration and esteem. In October of 1743, Colden 
initiated this exchange with Franklin by writing to him saying, “Ever since I had the 
Pleasure of a Conversation with you tho very short by our accedental Meeting on the 
Road I have been very desirous to engage you in a Correspondence.”81  In response to 
this invitation, Franklin wrote, “I cannot but be fond of engaging in a Correspondence so 
advantageous to me as yours must be: I shall always r[eceive] your Favours as such, and 
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with great Pleasure.”82 Over the course of their adult lives, the two men proceeded to 
share their thoughts on the numerous subjects with which they occupied themselves.  
Colden, like Franklin, was a man of many interests, many of which were focused 
on the sciences. He studied physics and electricity with Franklin as well as the behaviors 
of different types of matter. In addition to physics and chemistry, Colden was an avid 
botanist. According to Hindle, “Colden’s most important scientific contributions were 
made in natural history—particularly in botany…. He had begun an investigation of 
American plants shortly after his arrival in America.”83 Later in his life, Colden moved 
away from Philadelphia and lived in Orange County, New York, while he served as 
Lieutenant Governor for the colony of New York. There he categorized and wrote a Latin 
taxonomy of the plant life at his country home. He sent his work along with some of the 
specimens he collected to the leading expert in botany and Latin nomenclature, Carl 
Linnaeus. In perhaps the greatest possible testimonial to the quality of Colden’s 
taxonomy, Linnaeus subsequently published Colden’s work.  
Although he did not subscribe to American Political views, Colden was 
nevertheless a product of the American Enlightenment with regard to his research goals. 
He did not want to learn merely for the sake of learning; he wanted to learn and increase 
his understanding of the world so that he could use that understanding to help other 
people. He was human oriented. He wanted practical applications for his research, and his 
goal was to make life better for people. With botany, Colden drew upon his medical 
background and sought to find plants that could potentially be used to cure diseases. He 
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published a paper discussing the use of pokeweed in curing cancers. Historian Alfred 
Hoermann says, “Colden gave a detailed botanical description of [pokeweed], remarking 
that it was the corrosive juices of this plant that were to be externally applied to the lesion 
or ulcer.”84 He firmly believed in the application of the scientific method in all areas of 
research, including medical research. He thought that he could apply the scientific 
method to studying the human body, advancing medicine in the same way that scientists 
in other fields advanced their fields through observation and empiricism. Hoermann 
summarizes Colden’s argument as expressed to the New York Governor Robert Hunter 
when he argued “medicine would arrive at perfection if the ‘proportions’ of geometry and 
the laws of motion were applied to the human body,”85 and he says that, 
 Here, Colden’s implicit belief in progress is evident, even though he was forced 
to admit that curing all the ills of nature might be unattainable. By making 
frequent and exact observations of the human body—as the astronomer does of 
the heavenly bodies—the physician could calculate the motion of fluids and 
secretions and thereby discover ‘the true causes of the Effects with as great 
certainty as physics is done in astronomy.’86 
Colden’s ambitious medical goals were characteristic of the Enlightenment. The 
Enlightenment was a time of hope and excitement about progress and about the future. 
Colden embraced this excitement, and he saw the opportunities that science gave humans 
to improve their quality of life. In addition to searching for herbal cures for diseases, 
Colden applied his observations in 1743 when the colony of New York was hit with a 
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yellow fever epidemic. He pointed out the correlation between the squalid living 
conditions in New York and the prevalence of cases of yellow fever.  He noticed that the 
filth in the city contributed to the severity of the fever epidemic. These observations 
became extremely influential in launching efforts for sanitation and increasing public 
health in New York. 
 Whether he was studying physics and electricity with Benjamin Franklin, 
collecting plant specimens in the New York countryside, or continuing the empirical 
tradition of Enlightenment science in his efforts to improve human health and living 
conditions, Colden was a true American Enlightenment thinker. He was brilliant, curious, 
and believed in lifelong education. He was empirical and knew the importance of the 
scientific method and proving hypotheses with data, and he was always looking for 
practical applications of his research. Like Franklin, he in a way was able to peer into the 
future and see the vast potential for human advancement that science would give 
humankind. Because of this, he was optimistic about the future and he wanted to tap into 
this virtually unlimited potential. Both European and American Enlightenment 
philosophers and scientists knew that the day was coming when the world would not be a 
mystery anymore. Indeed, they had already made huge gains in understanding their 
surroundings, and the future could hardly help but to bring more. They could learn about 
their world, and they could use this knowledge to the advantage of all humankind. 
 
***** 
 The Enlightenment leaders knew that one of the best ways to help their fellow 
humans was to educate them. Thomas Jefferson was a leader in America in the promotion 
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of education as well as an avid scientist and amateur inventor. He himself was extremely 
well educated. He was fluent in five languages and also studied the sciences, religion, 
philosophy, and architecture. He attended the College of William and Mary, and there 
one of his professors, Dr. William Small, introduced him to the great British empiricists, 
including Isaac Newton and John Locke. This had a profound impact on Jefferson and 
shaped his lifelong perception of the sciences. In his autobiography, Jefferson wrote, 
 It was my great good fortune, and what probably fixed the destinies of my 
life that Dr. Wm. Small of Scotland was then professor of Mathematics, a 
man profound in most of the useful branches of science, with a happy talent 
of communication correct and gentlemanly manners, & an enlarged & 
liberal mind. He, most happily for me, became soon attached to me & made 
me his daily companion when not engaged in the school; and from his 
conversation I got my first views of the expansion of science & of the 
system of things in which we are placed.87 
 After college, he studied law and was admitted to the Virginia bar in 1767.  After 
completion of his formal education, Jefferson, like most other Enlightenment leaders, 
continued to read a wide variety of books throughout his entire life as a way to further his 
education. He accumulated an extensive personal library of thousands volumes at his 
Virginia home of Monticello.  
Jefferson was one of the most influential American Revolutionaries, and he had a 
remarkable impact on the founding of the new nation of the United States. He was the 
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principle author of the Declaration of Independence, and he served as the first Secretary 
of State and the third President of the United States. However, of his many 
accomplishments, Jefferson took particular pride in the work he did to further education 
in founding the University of Virginia. To him, the importance of education could not be 
overstated. In 1786, Jefferson expressed his views on the importance of education to 
George Wythe, “I think by far the most important bill in our whole code is that for the 
diffusion of knowledge among the people. No other sure foundation can be devised, for 
the preservation of freedom and happiness.”88  He saw education as crucial to the 
foundation of democracy and the establishment of America as a new nation. It needed to 
be a fundamental tenet of life and needed to be widely available. Jefferson also believed 
that education should include the sciences and mathematics as well as literature, classical 
languages, and philosophy. Children needed to begin their education at a young age. 
Jefferson outlined a plan of the curriculum he thought appropriate for children. He wrote,  
All the branches, then, of useful science, ought to be taught in general schools, to 
a competent degree, in the first instance, These sciences may be arranged into 
three departments…these are I. Language; II. Mathematics; III. Philosophy…. In 
the department of mathematics, I should give place distinctly: 1. Mathematics 
pure; 2. Physio-mathematics; 3. Physics; 4. Chemistry; 5. Natural History; 6. 
Botany; and 7. Zoology; 8. Anatomy; 9. The Theory of Medicine.89 
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The way Jefferson defined mathematics reveals the unbreakable link he saw between the 
sciences of today and mathematics. He grouped all the sciences under the broad category 
of mathematics, showing the direction that scientific learning was taking as it became 
more and more based upon mathematics. The importance Jefferson placed on the 
sciences is also demonstrated by how many subsets of mathematics he included in his 
plan of what material children should learn in school. Another striking aspect of 
Jefferson’s proposal is the way he combines both classical and scientific learning in one 
curriculum. He did not think that children should be either educated classically or 
educated in the sciences. He thought that both were key aspects of a balanced education. 
A few years later, he would say, "It may be truly said that the classical languages are a 
solid basis for most, and an ornament to all the sciences."90 Although he did say that not 
everyone needed this form of education, Jefferson saw the classical languages and 
philosophy as perfectly complementary to the sciences in education.  
 Jefferson’s support of education had practical implications for Americans. It was 
the beginning of a tradition of America’s placing importance on education. Even today, 
parents are proud if their children achieve a higher level of education than they 
themselves did, and both the federal and state governments prioritize legislation to better 
schools, increase high school graduation rates, and provide grants and loans to students 
who are accepted into college and universities. Jefferson also put his own education to 
good use in the many practical inventions he developed over the course of his life. He, 
like Franklin and Colden, understood the benefits science offered in increasing luxuries 
and conveniences in daily life. For this reason, he devoted a considerable amount of time 
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to looking for ways to increase the comfort and efficiency of his life at Monticello. The 
results of these endeavors were a number of unique and clever inventions, which 
Jefferson, like Franklin, did not attempt to patent because he thought that inventions 
should be used for the public good rather than personal gain.  
Even when not living at Monticello, Jefferson was on the look out for ways to 
improve aspects of daily life. During his years as Secretary of State, he spent time in 
Europe and had the opportunity to observe European farming and plowing techniques. 
What he found was that the typical plow in use at that time was not as effective and 
efficient as he thought it could be. He then designed a new type of plow based on the 
mathematics of right angles. The result was the Moldboard Plow of Least Resistance that 
revolutionized farming until the invention of the iron plow.91 Jefferson personally had 
nothing to gain from the invention of this plow. He did not patent it but rather encouraged 
people to replicate and use it, as he himself was not doing any plowing. He invented the 
Moldboard Plow because he saw a problem and wanted to invent a solution. 
Science and mathematics were linked for Jefferson in education and in his 
inventions. His Moldboard Plow was based on mathematics, and so were other of his 
inventions such as his sundial and his great clock both of which he made for Monticello. 
To make a sundial, he determined the equator of a sphere and divided the sphere into 
increments of five degrees each. He then mounted it on two poles with the axis the sphere 
parallel to the earth’s axis. He then “affixed a meridian of sheet iron, moveable on it's 
poles, and with it's plane in that of a great circle, of course presenting it's upper edge to 
the meridian of the heavens corresponding with that on the globe to which it's lower edge 
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pointed.”92 Jefferson seemed to link clocks and telling time with usefulness and 
productivity, so he also designed a clock, made with cannonballs used in the American 
Revolution that are powered by gravity and hang on either side of the doorway, to hang 
in the entranceway of Monticello. His clock is special because the face of the clock can 
be seen from both inside and outside of the doorway. Another invention he incorporated 
into Monticello to increase productivity and efficiency were the dumbwaiters he installed 
by the dining room fireplace. These allowed servants to send up wine directly from the 
cellar, thus saving them an unnecessary trip and giving him and his dinner guests privacy. 
To make his own life easier, Jefferson developed ways to make his writing and political 
work more convenient and efficient. Both in his professional and private life, he did a 
considerable amount of writing. Tools that expedited this process, therefore, were 
important to him. He modified a copying press invented by James Watt and made a 
compact version he could use when traveling overseas.  He would write with ink on a 
copper plate and then could use the plate as a template to quickly produce many copies of 
the original document. Jefferson incorporated the portable copying press into a lap desk 
that could hold all of his supplies, which he could conveniently access during work and 
travel.93 He also perfected the polygraph, a writing desk with two connected pens, one of 
which he would write with, the other of which would mimic his writing and make an 
automatic copy of his documents. Both of these inventions decreased the time spent he 
copying documents. 
Ultimately, practicality and usefulness were what interested Jefferson most. His 
life was a perpetual quest for knowledge and an unending pursuit of learning. But he 
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thought that learning, especially in the sciences, should have applications to every day 
life. He, like other American Enlightenment leaders, was more practical than theoretical. 
His inventions were designed to use what he and others knew in order to make life better 
for his fellow humans. America was a newborn nation, full of hope, full of opportunity. 
Jefferson wrote that all men had the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It 
was an optimistic phrase that embodied the promise of the new land. People had the 
chance to improve their lives in America. Jefferson did this through his political service 
and also through his inventions.  
***** 
One of the ways America gave people opportunities and hope was it gave them 
chances to pursue new types of learning and make new discoveries. Compared to the 
European nations most American settlers came from, America was a vast wilderness, full 
of uncharted lands and new forms of plant and animal life. Because of this, botany was an 
important field of science during the colonization of America and in the early years of the 
United States. Botany was a whole other level of science that took off because of the 
wide availability of material for study and because it was accessible to amateurs. Not 
everyone had the time and resources of men such as Benjamin Franklin or Thomas 
Jefferson to devote to academic pursuits. Virtually all people, however, could study the 
wildlife around their homes.  
Mark Catesby, born in England in 1682, was a natural scientist who came to 
America in 1712 to study its flora and fauna. He moved to Williamsburg, Virginia, with 
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his sister, whose husband had established his medical practice there.94 He was the first 
person to publish an account of the wildlife in North America. Between 1729 and 1747, 
he published The Natural History in several volumes, and it included plates of birds, 
reptiles, mammals, insects, fish, amphibians, and plants. During his travels, Catesby met 
many Englishmen living in the American colonies who were interested in “cultivating a 
wide range of practical and ornamental plants in botanic gardens that they established on 
their estates” just as Englishmen across the Atlantic were interested in doing.95 With the 
extensive studies and research he performed over the course of his trans-Atlantic travels, 
Catesby was able to introduce many new plants into both English and Americans 
gardens. He was able to help his friends in the colonies form their gardens by bringing 
them plants from his frontier expeditions as well as Europeans seeds. He added to the 
variety in English gardens, too, because he brought back bulbs from the North American 
colonies along with his catalog of North American plants and animals. According to Amy 
Myers and Margaret Pritchard, when Catesby returned to England, he “brought with him 
an extensive knowledge of New World flora and fauna as well as an impressive cache of 
drawings of animals and plants never before seen.”96 His extensive work shows how 
important botany and natural history were in North America, and the interest that men in 
England had in his work shows that the study of nature was important in the English 
Enlightenment as well.  
It is not surprising that men of the Enlightenment should be interested in botany. 
They wanted to study the world around them, and studying nature was a key aspect of 
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learning about their surroundings. Botanists were naming and classifying plants and 
animals, another facet accomplishing the Enlightenment goal of bringing order to the 
world. Catesby’s The Natural History became an “increasingly important as a reference 
for British and Continental naturals who were attempting to order the natural world 
according to the ambitious taxonomic systems that characterized mid-eighteenth century 
science.”97 Furthermore, even though in the post-Newton world, it was mathematics and 
the more mechanical sciences that attracted the most attention, Catesby’s work showed 
that the natural science of botany could be practiced under empirical, Newtonian 
conditions. His work was a model of strict organization, detailed research and record 
keeping, and application of the scientific method. Even though his field of study differed 
from Newton, Catesby lived in a world shaped by Newton and was influenced by the 
tradition in scientific research that Newton established. All types of scientific research, 
Catesby showed, could be empirical just as they all could be utilized by humans to 
understand and order the world around them. 
***** 
 
 The Enlightenment was a revolutionary philosophical and intellectual movement 
that changed the way humans thought about themselves, society, their fellow humans, 
and the world around them. There are few aspects of thought and of life that it did not 
affect. The theories of the Enlightenment changed politics and governments because they 
were theories that said that human beings had natural rights. The implications of this 
were limitless. If humans were born equal and could shape their own lives, virtually 
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anything was possible. This made the Enlightenment an age of hope, and part of that 
hope came in the form of new scientific discoveries. Empirical science represented the 
best of all opportunities for humans to learn about their world. And the goals for learning 
about the world were always the same: to explain the unexplainable, to clear away the 
shrouds of mystery and superstition, and to apply knowledge for the betterment of 
people’s lives. For this reason, the philosophies of men such as Locke and Jefferson and 
the scientific experiments and inventions of men such as Newton, Franklin, and Colden 
had implications far beyond their obvious immediate practicality. An example of this is 
Franklin’s lightening rod, one of the greatest inventions of the Enlightenment “not only 
for the lives and property it saved, but for its potent symbolism. By subduing nature’s 
most arrogant power, it raised a defining question of the late eighteenth century. If reason 
can vanquish thunderbolts, can it also influence morality, social organization, and human 
behavior?”98 That was the hope of the Enlightenment. Men could now use reason and 
empirical science to help each other, to improve society; they were “free to act, separately 
and collectively, on behalf of their own and society’s betterment.”99  
The leaders of the Enlightenment thought that they could use reason and logic to 
undermine and eventually eradicate superstition and oppression. D’Alembert had such 
confidence in the power of reason and mathematics that he claimed that if “one could 
smuggle mathematicians into Spain the influence of their clear, rational thinking would 
spread until it undermined the Inquisition.”100 That was the promise of the Enlightenment 
and the promise of empirical science. The Scientific Revolution was not simply a period 
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of explosive increase in scientific knowledge; it was changing all aspects of human 
activity. Enlightenment philosophers made a promise to the world with their research and 
writings. They said the world is no longer a mysterious, uncontrollable force of magic; it 


























 The world today is a technological place. The technologies humans are using 
every day are all the result of scientific discoveries, many of which may never have 
existed without the major shifts of thought that occurred during the Enlightenment. 
Before the Enlightenment, people turned either to organized religion or to superstition to 
explain the world and natural phenomena. After the Enlightenment, they used reason to 
guide their opinions and decisions, and explained the natural world through empiricism, 
observation, and the scientific method. The Enlightenment and the Scientific Revolution 
also brought a new focus on science education. As science became divided into specific 
branches, it became more important for an educated individual to study languages, 
literature, and philosophy and also the sciences. Herman writes, “the study of science, 
medicine, mathematics, and even engineering was at least as important as literature, 
philosophy, history, an the arts. The enlightened man was expected to understand 
both.”101 
 New fields of study, new areas of education, and increased tolerance due to an 
increasing focus on reason and a decreasing focus on religion all fostered in the 
Enlightenment individual a sense of limitless progress. The mathematician D’Alembert in 
the mid-seventeen hundreds claimed that “Once the proper scientific method was 
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recognized and applied, a steady enlargement of human knowledge and a steady 
improvement of the human condition would be the inevitable result.” 102 The 
Enlightenment leaders thought they could help people; they could apply empirical 
scientific methods to understand the world and use that knowledge to make the world a 
better place. As Herman says, “In every case the goal of intellectual life was to 
understand in order to teach others, to enable the next generation to learn what you 
yourself have mastered and build on it.”103 Education was of the utmost importance 
because it was through education that knowledge was perpetuated and increased. 
Enlightened philosophers and scientists knew that they had just scratched the surface of 
the potential of science; they knew that science would only continue to increase in 
importance. Isaac Newton himself, with all he accomplished, knew that “there was no 
completeness, only a questioniry—dynamic, protean, unfinished.”104 Their work began 
an age of progress, and it ushered in an industrial age. D’Alembert understood that his 
generation was beginning, but not ending, a new era in the history of humankind with the 
Scientific Revolution. He said, “Once the foundations of a revolution have been laid 
down it is almost always the succeeding generation which completes that revolution.”105 
Such proved to be the case with the Scientific Revolution. The men of the Enlightenment 
could never have imagined any of the technologies that exist today, nor could they have 
fathomed the research projects in which today’s scientists are engaged. Their work, 
however, laid the foundation for the research and technologies of today. 
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 In a way, today’s developed countries are living in a modern Scientific 
Revolution. The Scientific Revolution of the Enlightenment changed the world, how 
people thought, how they lived their lives. New technologies are changing the world 
today just as drastically, if not more so, than the inventions of the Enlightenment changed 
the world of the eighteenth century. Samuel Morse, inventor of the telegraph, chose the 
words, “what hath God wrought?” as the message of the first telegraph he sent, and “the 
words have since seemed prophetic, expressing the sense of astonishment, almost 
foreboding, at how the world would change over the next century and a half, thanks to 
technology and the industrial age.”106 The world of today is a product of the 
Enlightenment. It is also a continuation of the Enlightenment. Enlightenment scientists 
did not succeed in explaining and understanding the entire world. They began the 
process, and they set the goal of perfection. Today, scientists are pursuing this same 
goal—to understand the world and then to be able to make people’s lives better. 
In the Enlightenment, the leading philosophers and scientists had a new 
appreciation for a person’s senses. They thought that sensing the world was crucial to 
being a fully developed human being. Today’s scientists are taking their research a step 
further. They say that humans no longer need to be able to sense a part of the world to 
understand it. Scientists no longer explain the world merely through their senses. There is 
a new dimension to science, one that no one can perceive in the Enlightenment way, yet it 
will revolutionize the world every bit as much as the science of the Enlightenment did. 
Enlightenment philosophers wrote about a blind man who gained his sight having to learn 
how to sense his world in a new way, the eighteenth century way that was focused on the 
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application of all five senses. People today face a similar challenge. They too must learn 
to sense their world in a new way, in light of a technology too small even to 
comprehend—nanotechnology.  
***** 
Nanotechnology is broadly described as the study of particles at the nano-level. It 
portrays the activities of particles at the level of atoms and molecules, the building blocks 
of life that can have real world applications. Nanotechnology is unique in that it is not 
one specific field of science or technology, but rather a field that includes many different 
disciplines. As modern historians Barbara Herr Harthorn and John W. Mohr point out, 
nanotechnologies are “an amalgamation of conjoint ideas and technologies, organized 
around no singular disciplinary community or intellectual site but rather by the scale at 
which the work is conducted, and increasingly, the surprising functionalities of new 
materials accessible at that scale.”107 Nanoscience, therefore, is an area defined by the 
physical level at which the work is being performed rather than the field in which the 
work is being performed. The first definitions of nanotechnology referred to the process 
of using atoms and molecules specifically for building large-scale products, for example, 
making microscopic robots or factories by arranging individual atoms. Now, 
nanotechnology has expanded to include any manipulation of matter having at least one 
of its dimensions range from 1-100 nanometers.108  The physical level of nanotechnology 
is the level of the nano-meter, or 1/1,000,000,000 (one billionth) of a meter. To give such 
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a microscopic fraction some sort of context, a nanometer is about 1/80,000th of the 
diameter of a single human hair.109 Nanotechnology is the idea of miniaturization pushed 
to the extreme.110 The usefulness and applications of nanoparticles comes from their 
small size. At this small level, the properties normally displayed by large amounts of a 
material, the “bulk” properties of the material, give way to specific atomic and molecular 
interactions with a completely new set of properties. These small particles allow for 
direct control of matter at the atomic level, meaning that nanotechnology is 
revolutionizing science and creating opportunities for progress that previously only 
existed in science fiction. Nanotechnology today has potential applications in such a wide 
variety of fields including medicine, drug delivery, electronics, optical detection and 
sensing, energy, weapons developments, and anti-aging remedies. It is “going to change 
the way we live, by creating new scientific applications that are smaller, faster, stronger, 
safer, and more reliable.”111 In medicine, this means “focusing on disease diagnosis and 
treatment through new drug-delivery protocols that minimize harmful side effects;” in 
energy, “focusing on developing clean and affordable renewable energy sources;” in the 
environment, “focusing on affordable water purification efforts, innovative hazardous 
waste remediation protocols;” in information and communication, “focusing on memory 
storage and novel computing devices.”112 
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Its many applications has made investing in nanotechnology research a priority 
for several countries, including the United States and members of the European Union. 
At the end of his presidency, Bill Clinton urged the United States to invest in 
nanotechnology. In 2003, President George W. Bush signed the Twenty-First century 
Nanotechnology Research and Development Act into law, and the United States has 
invested a total $3.7 billion into nanotechnology research through the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI). The NNI is a program consisting of 26 Federal 
agencies of the U.S. government that coordinates and oversees all Federal efforts in 
nanotechnology research and development.113 The goal of the NNI is to create “a future 
in which applications of nanotechnology will lead to a revolution in technology and 
industry that benefits society.”114 Scientists in various fields researching nanotechnology 
are working to achieve this goal by attempting to understand and control matter at the 
nanoscale. The NNI declared four main objectives to guide the future of nanotechnology 
research and development in the U.S: 
1.  To advance world-class nanotechnology research and development; 
2. To foster the transfer of new technologies into products for commercial and 
public benefit; 
3. To develop and sustain educational resources, a skilled workforce and the 
supporting infrastructure and tools necessary to advance nanotechnology; 
4. To support the responsible development of nanotechnology.115 
                                                




Like scientists of the Enlightenment centuries ago, the scientists researching 
nanotechnologies have higher ambitions than simply theoretical research. They want to 
use what they develop in the laboratory to make products that affect all levels and 
dimensions of society and benefit people as they live their daily lives. 
 One area in which nanotechnology has the potential to drastically change peoples 
lives is the field of medicine. Nanotechnology presents opportunities in the future for 
major advances in both the early diagnosis of many life threatening diseases and the 
treatment of those diseases. The small size of nanoparticles allows for more direct, tissue 
specific treatment of a wide variety of diseases than ever before. The field of 
nanomedicine could in the near future “facilitate the repair and improvement of the 
human body from the inside out, with a precision and delicacy far greater than the finest 
surgical instruments permit.”116 New nanomachines have the potential to mend cells, 
repair damaged DNA, remove toxins from the body as well as cholesterol from the blood, 
and destroy cancer cells with out harming any of the body’s surrounding healthy cells.117 
Some nanomachines are based on extremely sensitive sensors with imaging capabilities. 
In the treatment of cancer, sensing nanodevices ingested in the body might be able to 
locate tumors and cancer cells and then transmit images back to the doctors to increase 
speed and accuracy of the cancer diagnosis.118  
 As seen through their medical applications, nanoparticles could be extremely 
useful in a number of fields if adapted to be formed into sensors. As scientist Krishnendu 
Saha explains, “Sensors feature two functional components: a recognition element to 
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provide selective/specific binding with target analytes and a transducer component for 
signaling the binding event.”119 This means that the nanoparticles must be able to find 
their target accurately and then have a way to signal to the researcher that they have 
located and bound to the target. Making better sensors, therefore, depends on having 
materials better suited to both the identification and the transmission steps in this process. 
Nanomaterials have special “physiochemical properties” that can be exploited in creating 
these new chemical and biological sensors. A substantial amount of research has been 
directed towards the development of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) for use as sensors. 
AuNPs have been successful in quickly and accurately detecting metal ions, small 
molecules, organic body macromolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids as well as 
malignant cells with in the body. The potential for early detection of malignant and 
cancerous cells in the body is crucial because early detection gives doctors many more 
opportunities to treat the patient, so that the patient has a greater chance of survival. 
AuNPs “unique optoelectric properties…provide high surface-to-volume ration with 
excellent biocompatibility using appropriate ligands…[and] these properties for AuNPs 
can be readily tuned by varying their size, shape, and the surrounding chemical 
environment.”120 Changing the size or the environment of gold nanoparticles causes them 
to have unique quantum shifts—discrete transitions of electrons from one energy level to 
another. Their value as sensors and also as electrochemical labels comes from their 
quantum properties because they emit different colors of light that correspond with the 
different movement of electrons. Once perfected, these nano-scale sensors could be used 
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in many different areas. They are just one of many examples of the ways in which 
scientists are using the diverse properties that accompany matter at such a small size to 
their advantage. 
 Besides healthcare, finding clean, practical, and renewable energy is a major 
concern in industrialized countries today. Nanotechnology is preparing to transform the 
field of energy as well. People have long been searching for ways to harness the virtually 
unlimited energy of the sun. Plants are able to perfectly harness this energy from sunlight 
through photosynthesis. Humans and animals, however, do not have this capacity.  
Therefore, scientists are working on developing a class light-harvesting nanodevices that 
are based off the biological counterparts of photosynthetic plants. They have synthesized 
nano-level antennas and connected them to semi-biological reaction centers. The 
antennas and reaction centers are connected by means of an extended charge separation. 
When light waves from the sun hit the antennas, they “excite” electrons and increase their 
energy, and the electrons move because of their excitation energy, causing a charge 
separation between the antenna and the reaction center. The nanodevices can then 
transform that excitation energy into chemical potential energy that can be harnessed and 
used to do work.121 These devices can also be introduced into the biological membranes 
of cells to act as a light-fueled proton pump aiding in the creation of the proton gradient 
essential in photosynthesis. These developments illustrate both the role of 
nanotechnology in the future of energy and the applications of developing nanomachines 
based on biological models. 
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 While there is a great deal of hype about the potential of nanotechnology to create 
a better future and proponents of nanotechnology tend to paint a picture of a utopian 
future, there are inherent risks and concerns that accompany the development of any new 
technologies. Nanotechnologies are no exception. Because of this, many scientists and 
politicians think it is important to educate people about the potential benefits and risks 
that nanotechnology presents.  As psychologists Adam Corner and Nick Pidgeon say, 
“There is a great deal at stake—not just in terms of economic and technological progress, 
but also the ethical and social questions that nanotechnologies raise. The potential 
applications of nanoscience have far-reaching consequences, which means that 
methodologies for allowing members of the public to engage with (and help shape) these 
consequences must also be fit for purpose.”122 Since nanoscience is a new field, there 
could be long-term unintended consequences from its use that scientists have not yet even 
seriously considered yet. Other issues that people need to be aware of include “the means 
by which governments and society might control the technologies, social risks from 
covert surveillance arising from nano-based sensors and systems, and financial or other 
detrimental impacts on the economies of developing and developed countries.”123 
Furthermore, there are potential risks in both manufacturing and for consumers as people 
come in contact with nanotechnologies, and there are potential environmental risks with 
pollution of soil, water, and air, both directly and indirectly.  
Nanoscience offers seemingly endless possibilities for advancement and 
improvement, but it also brings new concerns, some of which are about things as basic as 
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personal privacy. If misused, the same nano-sensors that are used to find tumors and cure 
cancers could be used to spy on civilians against their will and without their knowledge. 
Most Americans get justly incensed at the thought of either the government or some 
private corporation having access to information that they wish to keep private. And 
while it remains to be seen how these new issues will be decided, the fact that people 
today are even having the conversation about how a new development affects their 
personal rights such as privacy is a tribute to the rhetoric of the Enlightenment. The very 
idea that human beings had basic natural rights was an Enlightenment idea. Furthermore, 
the idea of educating people about new technologies is also a product of the 
Enlightenment. Franklin and Jefferson both encouraged people to replicate their 
inventions. They wanted technology to be for the people. The same is true with 
nanotechnology. It, in all its stages, should be for the people, the discussions about future 
progress and issues, and the benefits from newly developed research applications. Corner 
and Pidgeon argue this very point when they write that public engagement “requires 
finding new ways of listening to and valuing diverse forms of public knowledge and 
social intelligence, and involving the public in more fundamental questions about the 
pace and direction of science and technology.”124 One of the ways to make this 
conversation happen is for the scientists and developers of nanotechnologies to publish 
their findings in a way that the public can understand. There also needs to be 
collaboration between scientists, politicians, and companies trying to market and sell new 
devices. As social scientist and professor Christopher Newfield says, “Scientists can and 
should share [their] inquiries with social and cultural specialists in interdisciplinary 
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terms. The main point is that the research and the social life of the research must be 
copresent and developed by the same people.”125 Thanks to the work of Enlightenment 
philosophers, people today feel that they are guaranteed certain rights. With an area of 
research as unprecedented as nanoscience, the questions it raises also make people 
wonder how their rights will be affected and potentially infringed upon. However, if 
scientists, social developers, and politicians all make an effort both in collaborating in the 
development of new technologies and in involving the public, then peoples rights can be 
protected while advancing science. This was the goal of the Enlightenment leaders; it is 
still the goal today. 
Important in the process of understanding nanotechnology is for governments, 
private companies, and public citizens and consumers to all have an understanding about 
what the realistic accomplishments of nanotechnology for the near future could be. 
Corner and Pidgeon point out “the revolutionary potential of nanotechnologies has not 
yet been realized. Although there are over 1,000 products containing nanotechnology 
now commercially available, they have tended to be focused on consumer convenience 
(e.g., translucent sunscreen). Thus there is a…disconnect between the rhetoric and reality 
of nanotechnologies.”126 Even proponents of nanotechnology, while still touting its 
unprecedented potential, caution that people need to view it as a “normal science” rather 
than an “extraordinary science.”127 Newfield says that everyone needs to know that 
nanotechnology will be advancing, but it will be advancing slowly; “great expectations 
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can be maintained, but only with a realistic timeframe that will not cause disappointment, 
frustration, cynicism, drifting attention, backlash, and other staples of scientific 
policy.”128 
Nanotechnology has not yet fully lived up to its potential, and that is all right. 
Nanotechnology has not failed to deliver on its promises, it just has not yet fully realized 
those promises. The great Enlightenment scientists such as Newton, Franklin, 
d’Alembert, and Lavoisier all knew how much more that they and mankind in general 
had to learn through science and about the workings of the world. The same is true of 
nanoscience. Today, mankind has just scratched the surface of the potentials of science, 
and of the potential of mankind. Scientists have not yet succeeded in explaining, 
dominating, and controlling the world, but they are working for it. The same 
Enlightenment goal of understanding the world through empirical science and applying 
that knowledge to better peoples’ lives still exists. Today, the subject matter might seem 
bolder or more significant to the modern observer, but when compared to the limited 
tools and information available to the Enlightenment scientist, both types of research are 
equally impressive and life changing. They are simply different. And, without the 
Enlightenment, the focus on reason and the development of empirical science and the 
scientific method, none of today’s science would be possible. There would be no 
nanoscientists working to develop nanoparticles capable of crossing the blood-brain 
barrier and delivering chemotherapy to treat brain tumor, or nanoparticles capable of 
repairing nerve damage caused by stroke. No one would be developing nanoparticle 
enhanced red blood cells capable of delivering oxygen to cells hundreds of times more 
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efficiently than human red blood cells, and no one trying to develop nanomachines 
capable of halting and reversing the aging process in cells by repairing the damaged cell 
structure.129 No one would be researching how nanomachines can purify and desalinate 
water in a way that could provide clean drinking water to remote parts of the world. The 
Enlightenment and the Scientific Revolution laid the foundation for all of these 
nanotechnology projects, and, as mind-blowing as they are, in decades or even merely 
years, they will be a real, functioning part of modern life. 
Science today has far surpassed the limits of the Enlightenment. Humans have 
progressed farther than their senses allow them to perceive. But it does not stop there. 
Scientists are constantly searching to learn more, because there is always more research 
they can do, more secrets of the order of the universe they could unlock. They have new 
technologies to help with their research, things that no one could have comprehended 
during the Enlightenment, but they are placing their findings within the frame of the 
Enlightenment and empirical science. Enlightenment science did more than merely set 
the stage for science today. It made it possible, and it awakened people’s hunger for 







                                                








 As the leaders of the Enlightenment knew and scientists today understand, 
technology and scientific breakthroughs have the potential to change nearly every aspect 
of society. For that to happen, scientists and professionals must find a way to educate 
people about the new research developments and show them how those developments can 
relate to their daily lives. One of the main ways they can achieve this is through 
education. The U.S. government knows the importance of bolstering education in the 
sciences and mathematics because of the direct link these subjects have with the present 
and the impact they will have on the future.  
In today’s technology dependent society, science education is important for 
students of all ages and all levels of education. In upper levels of education, beginning 
especially with undergraduate studies, students should be exposed to some topics in 
current research in their classes. Upper level science classes provide excellent 
opportunities for some students to work directly with professors as well as to perform 
their own independent research. This is beneficial for students because they get the 
chance to benefit from one-on-one time with professors and get to learn from the 
professors’ experience. Furthermore, the hands-on practice students can get from doing 
their own research can provide a broader learning experience than that which they could 
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have gotten in the classroom. Also, the material the students work on in their research 
becomes real to them rather than theoretical and abstract, as it might seem in a classroom. 
In the field of nanotechnology, it is not practical for students to perform their own 
nanotechnology research or attempt to develop nanomachines. However, it is important 
to expose students to nanoscience and nanotechnology because of the crucial role it will 
play in the future of the United States. One way to do this is to teach students about 
nanomolecular building blocks, small molecules that scientists are using to construct their 
nanodevices. Students, by studying the physical and chemical properties of these 
molecules and learning about their industrial uses, can get active experience learning 
about the future of nanoscience while being exposed to modern computational science 
and practicing proper research methodology.  
I have had the opportunity to work directly with a physical chemistry professor 
and study the nanomolecular building block corannulene. Corannulene is a hydrocarbon, 
a molecule made up of only carbon and hydrogen atoms. Its structure is composed of 
several fused rings that come together to give the molecule a bowl shape. Corannulene’s 
shape is central to its properties. The research I have done on the physical and 
computational properties of corannulene is an example of research that is being done 
today in undergraduate laboratories. As this research is fairly simple compared to 
graduate and professional research, it serves as an example of how advanced science has 
is today. One lone molecule of corannulene cannot be seen with the naked eye. We have 
to observe all of its properties through machines, and we obtain useful information from 
the data we take using computer calculated results.  
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This type of research is completely different than anything an Enlightenment 
scientist would have ever dreamed of. Furthermore, this research goes beyond the realm 
of what an Enlightenment scientist knew as science, because it surpasses the senses. A 
molecule of corannulene, a nanomolecular building block, too small to see, feel, taste, or 
smell would not have made sense three hundred years ago, yet now so much of science 
involves the microscopic. Even with these differences, though, the fundamental aspects 
of science have remained unchanged since their introduction during the Enlightenment. 
Science and mathematics are now more closely linked than ever, and all results and 
conclusions must be based on empirical data and facts alone. The scientific method that 
Newton made pervasive is now one of the first aspects of science taught in schools, and it 
is still used today at all levels of research and experimentation.  
The following is my research on the nanomolecular building block corannulene. It 
is modern science, made possible because of the foundation laid by the Enlightenment, 
and performed with the same goal of the Enlightenment scientists—to understand and 
control the natural world, and to use that knowledge, in whatever way possible, to help 
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This laboratory exercise introduces undergraduate chemistry majors to the spectroscopic 
and theoretical study of nanomolecular building blocks.  Students explore the 
spectroscopic properties of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) corannulene 
using UV/Vis and Raman vibrational spectroscopies and compare their experimental 
results to simulated spectra obtained from computational chemistry.  The delocalized 
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Nanotechnology is the science that involves engineering materials in the nano (10-9 meter) 
size regime.  This rapidly growing area of chemistry has the potential to revolutionize 
numerous aspects of our daily lives with the usefulness and applications of nanoparticles 
stemming from tunability at the molecular level.  The design of specific molecular 
architectures with direct control of matter at the atomic and molecular level offers the 
potential for unprecedented breakthroughs in a variety of areas including energy [1-3], 
medicine [4-6], weapons development [7], and environmental conservation [8, 9], to name 
a few.  Chemists are able to tune the absorption properties of molecules and nanocrystals 
so that solar energy can be harvested and tuned into electricity [2, 3].  Nanosensors are 
being investigated for their use in the capacity of imaging within the body to allow for 
early discovery and diagnosis of tumors and cancers [5].  Small nanomachines are even 
being developed in hopes of using them in water purification techniques [9].  Because of 
these and countless other life-changing potential applications, many countries, including 
the United States, are investing heavily in nanotechnology research and universities are 
starting to include the  fundamentals of nanotechnology as part of their chemistry 
curriculum [10].  This laboratory exercise exposes students to the study of a particular 
nanomolecular building block, corannulene [11-17] (see Figure 1).  By studying 
corannulene’s physical properties both experimentally and theoretically, students are not 
only introduced to using spectroscopic techniques such as UV/Vis and Raman 
spectroscopies in the study of nanomaterials, but also computational chemistry and 
modeling in the laboratory setting. 
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Figure 1: Molecular models of the popular polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
nanomolecular building blocks (A) pyrene, (B) perylene, (C) corannulene (head-on), 
(D) corannulene (rotated to show curvature), and (E) buckminsterfullerene (C60). 
 
 Corannulene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), meaning it is 
composed of fused aromatic rings containing only carbon and hydrogen [14, 15, 18-23].  
First isolated in 1966 by a multistep organic synthesis [14], today multiple pathways exist 
for the synthesis of corannulene.  For example, a flash vacuum pyrolysis method was 
developed for its synthesis in 1991 [18].  Although flash vacuum pyrolysis methods may 
have lower chemical yields, they offer more routes to derivatives [11, 16] – an important 
feature for applications using nanomolecular building blocks.  Corannulene, like most 
PAHs, has many derivatives from its basic multi-aromatic ring structure.  The aromaticity 
that corannulene and other PAH’s possess is a chemical property in which a conjugated 
ring of unsaturated bonds, lone pairs, and empty orbitals exhibits a stabilization stronger 
than that which would be expected by the stabilization of conjugation alone [24] due to 
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enhanced electrostatic intermolecular interactions and increased magnitude of favorable 
London dispersion and π-π interactions [25]. 
With a molecular formula of C20H10, corannulene is composed of one 
cyclopentane ring fused with five benzene rings and can be thought of as one third of the 
important molecule buckminsterfullerene [26] (C60, see Figure 1).  PAHs such as 
corannulene generally absorb light in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
and also strongly fluoresce due to the π-electron conjugated systems.  This makes them 
very useful molecular electronic building blocks [23, 27] for light harvesting [28-30] and 
photoemission applications [31-33].   PAHs in general, and corannulene in particular, are 
thus good models for illustrating the photophysical properties of electronically active 
nanomaterials [34, 35].   Because corannulene is an organic molecule, it also dissolves 
well in organic solvents, such as toluene.  Other organic solvents that have been used for 
spectroscopic studies of corannulene include cyclohexane, methylcyclohexane, 
isopentane, and dichloromethane [36]. 
  Because of the growth in research in the field of nanotechnology and the desire to 
engineer materials with tunable photophysical properties, the study of molecular building 
blocks such as corannulene and other PAHs continues to rapidly accelerate.  For 
example, corannulene was recently suggested as a potential end cap for single-walled 
carbon nanotubes [37].  Carbon nanotubes are currently being developed for use in a 
number of fields because of their unique and tunable properties [38].  For example, in 
medicine, carbon nanotubes have been found to selectively bind to DNA for the detection 
of gene sequences including those that could trigger genetic disorders [6].  Recently, 
carbon nanotubes have also found environmental uses in creating a water 
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demineralization and desalinization system that is small in size and that filters water 
efficiently while using 75% less energy than normal water purifiers [39]. 
Although corannulene has only been available commercially for a short time, a 
number of experimental and theoretical studies have explored its photophysical 
properties.  In 2006, Yamaji, et al. reported absorption and fluorescence spectra of 
corannulene in cyclohexane at 295K [36].  Absorption peaks were observed around 260 
nm and 290 nm in an absorption range of about 220 nm to 300 nm. The fluorescence 
spectrum for corannulene reveals a broad peak around 450 nm.  In 2008, Rouillé, et al. 
reported the infrared and Raman spectra of corannulene grains embedded in polyethylene 
or CsI pellets [40]. 
 Corannulene also offers the undergraduate chemistry student the opportunity to 
model an electron confined in a specific delocalized geometry [41-47].  Since 
corannulene is a bowl-shaped molecule due to its central pentagon ring, its electronic 
properties cannot be modeled well with the one-dimensional Particle in a Box model, 
such is commonly taught using cyanine dyes in the physical chemistry laboratory [48]. 
The three-dimensional Particle in a Sphere model [47], which is sometimes used to model 
C60, is also not appropriate for corannulene.  Corannulene, however, can be conceptually 
modeled as a two-dimensional Particle in a Disk [47].
 
 With its highly conjugated nature 
and its bowl shape, it forms a disk-like shape on which electrons are delocalized.  This 
connection allows undergraduate students to expand on their understanding of the 
popular Particle in a Box model and understand how the conjugated bonds of 
corannulene form a pseudo two dimensional network for the delocalized electrons. 
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Studying systems in two dimensions offers some key advantages over three dimensional 




 This laboratory exercise was performed by the Chem337 Physical Chemistry 
Laboratory class in the Spring Semester of 2012 at the University of Mississippi in one 
laboratory period.  Corannulene was obtained from two different sources.  It was 
synthesized by AS and purified by re-crystallization using toluene.  Corannulene was 
purchased from TCI America (Portland, Oregon) and C60 from Aldrich. The UV/Vis 
absorption spectrum of corannulene and C60 were obtained in cyclohexane was obtained 
using a Cary 100 Bio UV/Vis spectrophotometer.  The Raman spectrum of corannulene 
was obtained using the 514.5 nm laser line from a Ar+ laser and microRaman 
spectrometer [49]. 
 Theoretical calculations using the Gaussian software package[50] were performed 
so that the students could visualize the geometry and normal modes of corannulene.  The 
GaussView [51] software program was employed to construct corannulene, although 
other graphical drawing packages could be employed.  Using GaussView, students can 
start with the built-in geometry of C60 and delete atoms until corannulene, C20, remains.  
Ten hydrogen atoms are then added to the outer benzene rings to complete the structure.  
The symmetry of corannulene should be constrained to the C5 point group.  An 
optimization and frequency calculation with Raman intensities are performed using the 
B3LYP density functional method and the 6-31+G* basis set to give reasonable results.  
Instructors may wish to have their students compare their results using other method such 
as semi-empirical or Hartree-Fock and also examine the effects of changing the size of 
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the basis set.  After the calculations are completed, students construct simulated Raman 
spectra from the vibrational frequencies and Raman intensities by summing Lorentzian 
functions of each normal mode [52].  Alternately, if a Raman spectrometer is not 
available, students could obtained an infrared absorption spectrum in a salt pellet or using 
an attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (ATR-FTIR) and 
compare their experimental results to simulated infrared spectra.  An advanced variation 
of this laboratory exercise involves the modeling of the vibrational frequencies of C60and 
the calculation of excited states of both corannulene and C60 using the ZINDO semi 
empirical method using the optimized B3LYP geometry as demonstrated by Rouillé, et 
al. [40].   
 
 
Results and Discussion 
Spectroscopic and Theoretical Results 
Figure 2 shows the UV/Vis and fluorescence spectra of corannulene compared to 
those of perylene bisimide (PBI) and C60.  The electronic properties of nanomaterial 
building blocks depend heavily upon their size and structure.  Tailoring the photophysical 
properties of such materials for specific applications is an important area of chemical 
research. The fundamental properties these materials possess such as their electronic, 
chemical, optical, or biological properties can be drastically different at the nano and 
single molecules level when they are assembled into molecular machines and electronics 
as compared to larger scale materials [53, 54].  Perylene derivatives such as PBI exhibit 
strong absorption maxima at 460, 490, and 540 nm with the different peaks 
corresponding to vibrational progressions in the S1 ← S0 and S2 ← S0 electronic 
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transitions [54].  PBI’s emission spectrum mirrors its absorption spectrum, but to lower 
energy (to the red).  Corannulene, on the other hand, exhibits much higher energy 
electronic transitions, with the lowest energy observed between 300 and 350 nm.  This is 
due to the fact that its high symmetry results in a number of forbidden electronic 
transitions.  Rouillé, et al. assigned the features 334, 285, and 250 nm to S4 ← S0, S5 ← 
S0, and S6 ← S0 transitions.  Corannulene thus fluoresces in the blue.  Despite its high 
symmetry, C60 displays many available electronic transitions in the visible region of the 
spectrum and exhibits absorption peaks from 200 to 700 nm [55].  The most dominant, 
however, lie below 400 nm.   
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Figure 2: Comparison of the UV/visible absorption spectra of the PAHs 




Figure 3 compares the experimental and theoretical Raman spectra from 150 – 
1650 cm-1 for solid state corannulene.  The agreement between experiment and theory is 
very good and illustrates to students the usefulness of modeling the properties of new 
materials theoretically.  This is especially true in the design of new materials where the 
properties can be simulated prior to synthesis.  Students can visualize atom displacements 
of the different normal modes using a program such as GaussView [51], Molekel [56], 
Molden [57], Jmol [58], and Vibalizer [59].  Shown in Figure 3B is a representation of 
the motion of the atoms in the most intense normal mode at 1430 cm-1 (ring breathing 
mode).  In this mode, the central pentagon expands and contracts while carbon-carbon 
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Figure 3: (A) Comparison of theoretical and experimental Raman spectrum of 
corannulene and (B) normal mode displacements of the largest Raman active mode 
1430 cm-1. 
 
Particle in a Disk 
Corannulene is a bowl-shaped molecule and delocalized electrons travel a path 
resembling a disk.  Newhouse and McGill previously derived the Particle in a Disk model 
in this Journal [47].  The time-independent Schrödinger equation in two dimensions can 
be solved using the following model: A particle of mass µ  moves within a circular two-
dimensional disk of radius r under the influence of no potential: 
     V(r) = 0         
(1) 
Since the geometry of corannulene resembles a disk, polar coordinates (r, θ ) are very 
useful.  The time-independent Schrödinger equation in polar coordinates is given by: 
                                !ℏ!!! !! 𝜕𝜕! 𝑟 𝜕!𝜕! + !!! 𝜕!!𝜕!! = 𝐸𝜓  (2) 
Because the Schrödinger equation is a partial differential equation, we can use the 
product method for separation of variables.  In this case, solving the Schrödinger 
Equation involves the use of Bessel functions and setting boundary conditions such that 𝝍𝒎 𝒓,𝜽 = 𝟎   at the edge of the disk (where rb denotes the value of r at the boundary of 
the disk) yields  
             𝐽! 𝑘𝑟! = 0     
 (3) 
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where Jm denotes a Bessel function of order m.  The values of interest are krb = αm,n, 
which are the nth roots to the mth order Bessel functions.  The resulting wavefunctions are: 
                                 𝜓! 𝑟, 𝜃 = 𝐴𝐽! 𝛼𝑚,𝑛!𝑟𝑏 𝑒!"#    
 (4) 
where A is a normalization constant.  The energy levels of the electron in the disk are 
given by: 
                                           𝐸!,! = !!,!! ℏ!!!!!!                
 (5) 
Students can determine rb for corannulene using the results from the electronic structure 
calculations and measuring the diameter (across terminal carbon atoms).  The diameter of 
corannulene optimized using the B3LYP/6-311G(2df,2pd) level of theory is 6.5 
Angstroms, giving rb = 3.25 Å.  Rouillé, et al. assigned features at 334, 285, and 250 nm 
in the electronic absorption spectrum (see Figure 2) to S4 ← S0, S5 ← S0, and S6 ← S0 
electronic transitions with lower energy transitions being symmetry forbidden [40].  The 
energy required for a transition is given by: 
                      ∆𝐸!,! = 𝛼!!,!!! − 𝛼!,!! ℏ!!!!!! = ∆!!ℏ!!!!!!             
 (6) 
and the resulting observable wavelengths are given by: 
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                𝜆 = !!!!!ℎ!∆!!ℏ!             
 (7) 
Fitting the experimentally observed electronic transitions yield values of Δα 2 = 10.3, 12, 
and 13.8.   
 
Conclusions 
This laboratory exercise offers students the opportunity to learn about nanotechnology 
and study firsthand both experimentally and theoretically the properties of the unique 
nano-molecular building block corannulene.  Students learn how to employ 
computational chemistry to predict the physical properties of such building blocks and 
how the traditional models of Particle in a Box, Sphere, and Disk can be applied to 
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Just as science in the Enlightenment changed the way people viewed the world, 
science today is changing how modern humans view the world. Science today has far 
surpassed the limits of Enlightenment science and the comprehension of Enlightenment 
scientists. Yet modern science owes its foundation and indeed its very existence to the 
Enlightenment. During the Enlightenment, for the first time philosophers and scientists 
began to obtain information based on reason and empirical data. In science, they relied 
solely upon quantitative experimentation and followed a rational, orderly series of steps 
in their research that today is known as the Scientific Method. They developed the link 
between science and mathematics that has only become more entrenched as time goes on. 
They brought order and comprehension to the world around them in a way never done 
before, and through the years and across all nationalities, they shared a common goal—
use science to understand and control the world, and use that knowledge to improve the 
lives of all humankind. 
The Enlightenment philosophers and scientists gave people a new way of viewing 
the world. They were focused on the senses, believing that people were influenced by 
their surroundings and needed to use all of their senses to observe and experience life and 
to relate to other people. Today, too, scientists are giving people a new way of viewing 
the world. But today, they have surpassed our senses just as today’s technologies have 
99 
surpassed Enlightenment inventions. Today’s science deals with a realm too small to see, 
touch, or even fully comprehend, but it is based on the same principles that came into 
existence during the Enlightenment—the Scientific Method, empiricism, quantitative 
data, and mathematical calculations. The goals of science are the same today as well. 
Humans are still searching for answers to the age-old question of how the universe 
works. The fundamental goals of science—understand the world, create order out of 
chaos, and improve life for all mankind—remain unchanged. Benjamin Franklin invented 
bifocals and a stove. Today scientists are developing machines on the nano-level with 
applications in fields as diverse as medicine, energy, and water purification. These nano-
machines have the possibility to perform tasks such as detecting diseases earlier, curing 
previously fatal diseases, providing efficient, clean energy, and supplying clean water to 
third world countries. 
 Because of the exciting potential of nanotechnologies, science today 
provides the same sense of hope for the future that science during the Enlightenment 
provided. Humankind has not solved every problem or unlocked every mystery, but the 
world today is a more understandable, less mysterious place, than the world of yesterday. 
This trend of knowledge will only continue. Scientists have not yet succeeded in 
explaining and controlling the world, but they are working on it. Some aspects of nature 
are still unexplainable, like magic to people before the Enlightenment. Enlightenment 
scientists set out to rationalize away superstition and shed light on natural phenomena 
people believed to be magical. They, in their work, began a great tradition. They lit a 
torch of reason and held up knowledge and discovery as a beacon to all humankind. 
Today, that torch remains undimmed. Scientists are working still on the same centuries-
100 
old goal. Explain and control the workings of nature; take away magic and mystery and 
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